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' Logging truck death ruled aeeidental 
The death of a 14 year old 
Terrace boy was ruled ac- 
ddmlel  by a coroner's Jury 
follewi~ a coroner's inquest 
Tuesday nfght o investigate 
the facts mm'ounding the 
/death  of the hey Who was 
ldlled by a falling pole in 
• Apr i l  
' The six-member Jury 
heard testimony that Alvin 
Trever Fra~ died on April 4 
when a loaded logging truck 
by coroner's jury 
caught overhanging wires for wire hdghts be made. Peter John Murle,. driver 
.which caused a supporting 
pole to break and fall on the 
boy. 
The six member .jury 
recommended that all 
and slg~ be 14 feet or more 
above the highway, and 
where they are below this 
holght~ an appropriate sign 
be posted, 
The jury also "reeom- 
Legal height for leaded 
logging trucks is 13 feet, six 
inches under the Motor 
Vehicle Act, transport 
regulations and a municipal 
by-law. 
The height of the signs 
involved in the fatal accident 
was not known, but a wire 
sear on the logging truck's 
load was 13 feet above the 
of the logging truck, said he 
was driving down Sands 
Overpass and made a left 
turn onto Highway 16 to 
unload the logs at. Princo- 
Skecna Forest Products 
when he "heard a noise" and 
saw the ,overhead wires 
coming down in his rearview 
mirror. 
OTTAWA (CP) - It will be indicated that the PWA Jet 
the Terrace RCMP highway 
patrol, testified that on the 
day of the accident he road 
was dry, the weather clear, 
the Mghway in good repair 
• and there were no visual  
obstructions. 
Cst. Clarabut had also 
heard reports of trucks 
hitting the overhanging 
Wires supporting the signs. 
Aemrdmg to testimonY', He slowed down topull mended that regular checks ground, over to the side of the road Franz and a 15 year old 
when he saw Franz and T d complmlon were walking • • another boy in the road. down tim highway at about ransport nee s t ime to Muriesaidhehos been driving logging trucks for 1:30 p.m.on the day of the 
ort out Cranb k tape .~ . ,  when the logging more than fouryears and "truck came around the hod made the overpass trip comer, caught the wires and s roe  to Skema an averoge of five snapped tWO peies'~ each 
times a day. sld~ of the highway. 
He had come close to 
landed safely at Cranbrook, 
then took off again because 
there was a nnowplew on the 
runway. 
After lifting off, it dimbed 
to about 100 me~es then 
banked sharply to the left, 
crashed and burst into 
f l ames .  
The department has of.. 
feted the inquest apes of the 
final conversations involving 
the pilot, ground control and 
the snowplow operator. But 
the coroner has refused to 
play the tape, saying it would 
takn a day "trylng to in- 
te~prnt i ," 
But the transport 
department does not want o 
produce a partial tape, 
leaving blanks on now- 
intelligible portions because 
that could lead to ace 
cesatiom it wan leaving out 
pertinent information 
Wallace said. 
The tape was recorded on 
the ground so the .crash itself 
has net affected its quality. 
"It's a four-track tspe-a 
very complex system-and 
picks up several con- 
versations at once," said 
Wallace. 
Transport Minister Otto 
LAng says he might order 
another investigation of the 
crash after he receives a 
complete report on it. 
Meanwhile the department 
is beginning to put together a 
bill calling for the establish- 
ment of a Canadian tran. 
sportation, accident in- 
vestigation commission. It 
would look into transport 
accld.mts involving deaths. 
Wallace said a draft of the 
bill "has been circulating 
within the industry for aboi/t 
a year and a number of 
suggestions hove been made. 
He said it is not possible to 
say now exactly what the bill 
will contain. 
at leust a month before the 
transport department will be 
able to provide a complete 
Irameript of a tape reeor. 
>: cling of !lual radio messages. 
involving a Pacific Western 
.... Alrilmm Jet that crashed in 
Cranbrook, B.C., in 
February killing 43 persons, 
Frank Wallace, a. public 
, r~ationa office with the 
' department; said Wed. 
nesday that an expert at the 
Natiomd Research Council 
has advised the ministry it 
.will take that long to sort out 
me overlapping con- 
vmsatioms and some unin- 
tefligable protions of the 
tape. 
' Theinquest into the erach- 
the sixth-worst one in 
Canadian aviation hlatary- 
was adjourned until next. 
Tuesday after coroner Dr, 
Alan Askey" ordered a 
, transcript o f  the con- 
v e restless. ~ . .. 
Evidence at the inquest 
scraping the same wire ' r~e  other, youth,. Einar' 
before, Murie said, and hod Hugstedt, suffered only 
known of other drivers who mimrheadln.~urieswhichhe 
hod done the same. did not know hew 
"I know the signs hod been received. 
hit before," he said, "All yon Franz died 
hove to do is look .at the homorraging asa result of a 
marks." spl~l fracture, according to 
Cst. Michael Clarabut, of the autopsy. 
Extremist shoot halian 
policeman 
Hearing set for 
RCMP stabbing 
HOUSTON, B.C. ((~P) - A county court judge and jury 
pCefiminary bearing will be ' when they "appeared 
held in Smithers, B.C., jdly Tuesday in provincial court. 
17 for• two brothers charged, Patrick Leon and another 
with attamped murder. 
Patrick Burns Leon, 31, 
and Joseph Patrick Leon, 35, 
both of Topley Landing, 
B.C., were charged after 
COrporal John Jacks wa~ 
stabbed in the abdomen in 
ENR: s v ce extended Granisle, B. C. Mayl, • They elected trial" by 
• . . . . . . .  . . . . ,  
A commission spokesman 
said in Ottawa today that he 
group's railway lrdnspert 
committee issued an order 
last Friday for an extension 
'until Dec. 13 to allow time for 
the appeal to be heard. 
Premier Bill Bennett said 
earlier that If the govern- 
meat's appeal hadn't been 
heard by the Jane 30 
deadline, he would ask for an 
extenalon. ,  
Although the ~ommission 
ser~dce until at least the end issued the extension last 
of June pending hearing of week, CP Rail in Vancouver 
an appeal against ahan-~ hodn't heard of it when 
denment of the service, contacted Wednesday. 
In its original ruling, the 
commission said that the E 
and N passenger run bet- 
ween Victoria and Courtenay 
Was tmeconomic .  
Meanwhile, Bob Skelly 
NDP-Alberni said in the 
legislature Tuesday that CP 
Rail hod cancelled all group 
tours on the E and N ef- 
festive June 19 because of 
the expected closure. 
.Premier Bennett said he 
would look into the matter. 
VICTORIA ~(CP) - The life 
of the Esqulmalt and 
Namdmo Ratlway:s 
p~aonger service has been 
e~tmded at least until mid. 
Decembur a federal 
government s~knsman said 
commisalon . ruled last 
December that CP Rail 
could discontinue the service 
Jan. 31, but the ruling was 
appealed by the British 
Columbia Government. 
The commission then 
ordered that the E and N 
must continue lts passenger 
brother, Jimmy Russel 
Leon, also appeared hicourt 
Tuesday on a. charge of 
obstructing justice. They 
were charged" May 5 after 
two men threatened wit. 
nesses .  • 
They were remanded to 
Friday for a hail application. 
Quebec agrees 
with Liberal 
stand 
QUEBEC (CP)  - Patti The commission also 
Quebecois members of a suggested the 25 hours 
legislature committee allotted inthe white paper 
disarmed the oppbsition for debate in the national 
today b~, agreeing to a assembly on the wording of 
Liberal motion to seek the the referendum question was 
opinions of the province's too short. 
Human Rights Commission As a result, provisions 
on legislation governing the concerning devating time 
referendum on in- and the requirement to join 
• TURIN, Italy (Iteuter) - 
Extremist gunmen today 
Shot a policeman working in 
the political office at police 
headquarters, police, said. 
The terrorists drove up to 
Roberto de Martni, 26, on a 
motor.scooter as he was 
leaving his home to go to 
work and fired several times 
at him, police said. 
De Martini was taken to 
hospital where doctors found 
bullets in the back of his 
neck, his left leg and his left 
arm. But his condition was 
net thought o be serious. 
The attack was one of an 
almost daily series by 
violent ultra-left extremists 
who want to destroy what 
they call Italy's "bourgeois 
B.C. mineral 
claims jump 
n..VI_CTORIAL (_CP) -. The ashamed of its goVernment 
s~ ' r lO~m. . .m~a.~.s  which Is.L"selling. the  
durln_9~7~mn t:o~.umma, resources~:f0r, shoR-term ' .
S ncreasea 28 ,,~u,~oz .~,,m , ,  
percent to 37,151,' Mines ~" . . . .  " ...... 
• Minister Jim Chabet old the He questioned the 
B.C. legislature Tuesday. 
The minister said during 
debate of his budget 
estimates that this was far 
less than the number staked 
in 1972 but substantially 
government policy of issuing 
exploration permits now if 
the coal is not needed for 20 
years. 
Outside the house, Social 
Credit whip George 
better than in 1975, the last ofl Mussallem Dewdney 
the three years the New criticized the government 
Democratic Party was in for "not getting out and 
poWer. 
He said the number of 
claims taked is a barometer 
of the health of the mining 
industry. During 1972-75,.the 
mining industry became 
dormant is only now 
beginning to'reinvest inB.C. 
agressively selling all the 
coal we can get our hands 
on." 
"They hove to recognize 
the fact that in B.C. we have 
immense quantities of coal, 
that defy the imagination, 
and If we were on the right 
policy today we would be New help for Kitimat 
imperialist state?' 
"This is the Front Line 
here," a telephone caller told 
the national news agency 
ANSA. "We have executed 
the cop on Salerno Road. 
Don't mistake the signature - 
Front Line Fighting Com- 
munist Formation." 
The shooting came 12 
hours after parliament gave 
Premier Giuiio Andreotti's 
minor i ty.  Chr i s t ian  
Democratic government an 
overwhelming vote of 
confidence for new anti- 
terrorist laws: 
Efforts to curb Italy's 
political violence were 
spurred by. the kidnapping 
and murder of former 
premier Aldo Moro by the 
Red..Brigades . . . . . . . .  
The 522.to-27 vote in the 
Chamher of Deputies lower 
house quashed more than 
2,100 proposed amendments 
that would have blocked 
passage of the anti.terrorism 
bill. 
Under the new law, police 
can question, suspects 
without their lawyer being 
present, detain people for up 
to 24 hours for identity 
cheeks, tap telephones for 
unlimited •periods and 
demand information from 
investigsting > magistrates. 
The bill, already approved 
by the Senate upper house, 
makes kidnapping-one of the 
Italian underworld's most- 
lucrat ive businesses 
punishable by life im- 
prisonment. 
SECRET SL IPPED OUT 
(CP) -- Too much con- 
versetion and too little action 
hove landed three would-be 
crooks in trouble. A woman 
overheard their'plans to raid 
[ L: 
i ~:~'I ~i i~i ! ii::~:i/i::i ~;:il ¸ 
~MMMMM Sharon Murphy, Kltimat's first alcohol' and drug counsellor. ~ I " '~'~'~:~'~:'~'~ :" " ~  before today's bearings and . ~ was told'the commission hod 
' ex lained . . . . . . . . .  not seen fit to intervene at Contraryto publicized p . mac net...first rejuvenation of public in. this stage " 
belief Kitlmat does have priorlues are to estsmmn an terest and 'awareness of Commission chairman 
holpservicos, effies and. reff~al system services oriented to people Rose Hurtublse told him 
• People who are in trouble, for .peo. plemnesa,  s weJlas, problems in Kitimat. such an intervenuon . . . . . . . . .  at mm 
whether it be alcoholism, wormogmo|osaoontaotwith During her short lived time would simply have 
drug addiction, marital Kitimat Community Ser- exposure [o the town Sharon boiled down to notin~ haw 
vices " ', , • problems, or  the llke,, can . , " . . . . .  states; l,/is quite obvious previous recommen~ti~'s 
.rel. y on people like, Sha.ron . A mee..tiog .nela_at me : that people are aware of an had been lncom,,rated ^ . 
Murpny, Kltlmats 'first mcmpt t/ospltal Tuesuay 'attempt at clearln- u . . . . . . . . .  ""~ ~" ' B ~, lgnoremn me law ,community based social night,with .memhera of the problems in the area"' a,. . . .  .. _ ' .. . . . . . . .  . ~,m In lls.recommenoatlons o worka, cavering epeclfleall~ ,Norm~v.estmceno|anuvrug also' expressed her ob- the white ,~,~r ,~  ~, . - ,  .~ corn alcohol and drug addiction "~um~lllng Services 19cal, servatlon of Kltinmt being a mission had said ~ ~ 
counselling .. chapter, with regional "youn~ town" - . . . . . .  "* ?,~'~-~. 
' . . - • wire me government S on- Sharon arrived from Mr representation consisting of At 32 Wars of aae the . . . . . . . . .  
, ., o ' jec~lves DUt .V0ICeU concern  • home town,of St, Johns director~of the regional NA single graduate of UBC on nossible threats tn 
Newfoundland Saturday, and DeS; Francis ~abin, Masters in social work has o~ ,~ . . . .  ": • . ,, ~ xreeaom m association ann May 13 with visions of a Immersdd $imran on her her duties cut, out' for her. exnreseion If "drtlcl"--*- *- 
more Isolated pleae than it first..contact to Kltlmat. ' Sharon seems to be'people a "refere v , v . . . . . .  
foully is,,. she commented, . 'file m~e~ng discussions oriented 'kerself and is were for~U~ ~mpalgn. 
So what's ha' Job? Sharon centered around ~ anxious to get at the job. brella commltttees.;; um 
j ' . 
dependence. 
The Liberals had thai 
charged Robert Burns, 
Minister of s ta te  for 
parliamentary reform and 
sponsor of the referendum 
legislation Bill 92 was afraid 
of bearing the commission's 
views. 
The motion, asking the 
commission make its views 
known to the government by Quebecers as quickly as 
May 35,was presented at the possible on the issue of 
start of the second day of political independence. 
sittings of the committee 
studying the referendum bill Pipelin 
clause by clause. • e 
Burns and other govern. 
meat members on tho n d i  
committee enid they hod ne CO t ions  
objection to iicaring f~om the 
rights'commission. But the OTTAWA (CP) The 
minister indicated he ex- federal porthern pipeline 
poets little to come from the "agency released today, the 
request. . first draft of detailed terms 
The commission hod given and conditions to lessen the 
its opinion.lsat fall on the sc-~l, economic and On. 
referendum white pope" that vhoumentsl impact of a 
'preceded the actual bill, he natural gas  pipeline from 
noted. Several of the Alaska. 
commiss ion 's  recom. The 340-pages of recom. 
mendations hod been taken mendations ' 'cover 
into account in the blips everything from 'on- 
drafting. ' couragtng the employment 
Burns said he spoke to the of northerners to protecting 
commission's chairman birds of prey nesting along 
the pipeline route. 
"umbrella committees' Chabot, criticized by the 
were softened. NDP for mineclosures, Said 
• In the first day of hearings that in  1973 jobs lost as a 
Tuesday, Liberal House result of closures totalled 
leaderJcan-Noel Lavoiesaid 509; in 1975, 589; in 1975,25;' 
that far from contemplating in 1976, 160; and in 1977, 
a filibuster, the Liberal  
opposition wants speedy none. 
passage of referendum Graham Lea NDP-Princo 
legislation so it can needle Rupert said that every 
the government into polling British Columbian should be 
selling the cool to everybody 
that would buy it because we 
have coal for the next 250 to 
500 years in known reserves 
at the present time," he said 
in an interview. 
"Let's not be coy, let's sell, 
sell, sell the coal because we a jeweller's store here and 
have more coal than we can informed the manager who 
use." tipped off the police.' 
The agency says the 
recommendations are being 
sent to governments in the 
western provinces and the 
Yukon Territory, 
municipalities and special 
interest groups for com- 
ment, 
Any, suggested changes 
must be made before June 15 
after which the agency will 
revise its propo~,d terms for 
the pipeline in preparation 
for public hearings in late 
summer and early fall. . ! i 
A final set of conditions, ' 
binding on Foothills Pipe Registration desk opened at Skeenn school Wednesday to receive the hundreds of 
Lines Yukon Ltd., the M students in Terrace re/Kermode Theatre '78, the provincial high school drama festival 
pipeline,Canadian proponentwill then°f thebe i wmcl will c ° i l i7  unili Sat urday evening' " , ' i  
prepared .  , . ........................................ / :  ....... ::::::::.:.~.//:..:...::::::: :: .!:.../:: : / : / / :  . . . . . .  : ~ . _  
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Ki t imat ,  p layers  
a l i ve  
and on  the  way  
Proof that Kitimat needs a 10era put to the test and seem 
theatre is in the rehearsal to display some of Kitimat's 
atagon right now with the hidden talents. 
Kltimat Players preparing 
for a June 8, 9, and 10 
presentation of Dream 
Lover, a comedy.. 
Spokesman for the group 
Byran Gordon says the 
group numbers about 25, 
most of which are day-time 
workers. Shift numbers 
about 25, most of which are 
day-time workers. Shift 
work in crew and actors has 
been the downfall of the 
'Players many times in the 
past.. 
Director of the project 
Tins Watchorn, and Byron, 
are attempting to put the 
play in motion. 
Several practices and 
rehearsa ls  have  a l read~ 
The gronp la anticipating 
"three or four performances 
a year," according to Byran. 
• He also expressed concern 
about the sometimes com- 
mon attitude that Kitimat 
has no potential. "Kltimat 
does have potential," he  
promises. 
The dates, again, are June 
8, 9, and 10, admission will be 
$2.50 per person. The 
organization still needs more 
back-up staff. People-power 
is the difference between 
support and failure. 
The public in also urged to 
support the Players when the 
g~oady debuts. "Without k 
turn.out he group will 
go downhill." 
Radiation checked 
Surrey accident pushes 
mandatory  inquests  
NEW WESTMINSTER, The ju ry -heard  con- 
B.C.)cp)- A cormer'| Jury t rad ic tory  tes t imon} 
recommended Tuesday that. regarding Haley.s so.brlety 
blood tests be mandatory in at the ttm~ of the acciucnt. 
Dr. John Hunt, an or- , any accident where the use 
of alcohol is suspected, thopedic surgeon, said a 
The jury made the priority operation on I-Ialey s 
recommendation after an knee was delayed until 17 
inquest into the Sept. 7, 1977 hours after the accident 
death of Peter Steward of because of the danger of 
nearby White Rock, whose miring anaesthetic with the 
sports car collided with a high level of alcohol that 
sedan driven by Ray Hale,/ doctors felt was in Raley's 
nf Blaine, ~ash. at a Surrey, system. 
B.C intersection. The inquest was told that 
no blood sample was taken 
Env i ronmenta l  for  cehol because 
. police hod#t requested one. 
Peace The inquest was told that 
no blood sample was taken 
...BUST BUST BUST... The 
MOSCOW (AP) - The jury was also told that the 
Soviet Union has formally patient's written ' 
ratified an international authorization Is requirec 
treaty herring modification before such as sample is 
of the environment for 
military or other hostile taken. Haley told the inquest 
purposes, the official 'lass Tuesday that he consumed 
news agency reports, two ounces of liquor the night 
Tass said the action was of the accident. Two friends 
taken Tuesday by the said be was sbbor before the 
presidium of the Sup•he accident. 
Soviet, or parliament. The The jury also. recom- 
af ter  sa te l i te  and  tes ts  Soviet Union signed the mended that Surrey RCMP ~ 
accord May 18, 1977, at have a trained 'accident ~ 
VANCOUVER (CP)  - China. Gmeva. . . investigation fficer on duty 
Government agencies will "It is hard to say whether The treaty was negotiates . 24 houm a day rather than i 
attempt this summer to i t isrcal lyhazordousintbe ~ . . . . . .  ]~___L  t , i  .,_11_ ~ .e • g)9 usarcaultofconcernamo~j tmtduringdavtimeworidng i '  
mcasureradio-aetivefallout long run," said Daruely, : r r o u m o o l  -asses  wire  r iv ing ,  c,.ar  scientists that methoas i,~, ~ - 
left b_y a Soviet satellite that director of the Survey's . JL- ~ .7  ~ . . . . .  ~ might be dovelopsd to lndece ~C7 '  " " i 
- ~rt '  all  hurr icanes rosswora  uzzms i eras~ed in northern Canada, geophysical ann " . . . . . .  ffici y 
nn m, nm.t nn radio-Activity amv4~m.nt~ml m~,l~,  , ,n, ,  BURNABY, B.C. (CP) - -A  expected it would be a big Taylor said the corrections, anything more than tur- n,~d,,a on-ki l l~ f reals were first startea p in the 
i d~ts~ttnn o ld  '~esdnv ~h,,n,,n,,,** o~,, a;e.,,~ nv,~ conwcted hero• trafficker whitewash job, just another branch shoule experiment nkeys . . . .  ,ho, ndverse en- U S more than 50 vear~ ~ . . . . . . .  ~.  ~ V ~ * ~ M  v v ~  " wi  " " v~ v ~  ~ . • j a,.,h,, no,.,o1~, ~ o,,,e,~ o~o,,oo.ooo,,*ho,A~o,.~o,., who  represented other royal commlamon report to th co-ed prison camps ~rmmc,nfnlonnd|HnnR Afro, " ' . . . . . . .  ~, . . . . . . .  ~ . .~ , .  ~, . . . . .  ~...~ , where married . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ° -"  affioini nt fh~ C'.onlaaleal na emnmm4|af~ dnnn'~m " prisoners at a royal com- be filed away and forgot- men and 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  • -o  . . . . . . . . . .  " ~  * ' " " " " " " W - . ; ;~ : . . . . . . . - .~ . . .  r . - . - . - . - . - . . .  ~....-.-.-.-.-.-.'.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.'.'.'.-.-.-.-.-.-.- ~.~.~.7~:`.~`~:~:~:~.~`.~`.:.~.~.~-.~`.~.~. ; ' ; ' - ' . ' . ' - - :~ : ' : " : ' ,  ' | • . ~ , ~  nf  t ' _ ,~an , , i s  i , . ,  .. ires"ion mqmry mr" con- ten, sa~d Taylor. emi l  serving jail terms at ;.. .......... ~ ~ ; ~ ; ~ ; ~ : ~ ; ~ :  ........ "-'-" ................................... .'.. 
~' '~ . . . . .  ' . . . . .  I n . . . . .  ' " • &; ; . , - - . ,~ .~^- -~,  ..... ,s.°, Darnely said Canaoa dittono in prowncml jails for ,,va,,,,,tk~ . . . . . . .  k~;*k; ,  the same time could be ...' ~ . ,  . • ~ 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " "  Business " 
and American scientists women said Tuesday she together. ..... . ,$ the uaclear-powered Cosmos i i t  • judges generally but I came .- ::., 
954 satel l ite scattered ~a~/p~p~a~e~dL~e~ ct ~7 :eg~c~m~intd h t~oTs t of tp/s to have a, lot of faith in Tayl0rwns also critical of i~i :!~.~ 
millions of minute . . . . .  so. *--,,el routes in . . . .  a Proudfont. . Attorney-General Garde : i '!  ~ ~ ~  • am , s• = s • - ~!i 
radicaotive particles when it - .~ . . - -~ .=,o  . ,cp, ,+. .  Ta"lor 36 faults the Gardom, even thugh he i:i: ~ ~ l ~  :::. 
disintegrated uring re-enty . . . . . . . . .  Jan Taylor, serving 18 ,.o,.,,~, ',,.. ' ,o ; , , - ,  ,,, ordered that almost hali of :::: ~ : : '~  . e . .a  I lS1e l l  I l l  our  :.< 
over Great Slave LAke in Radiation caused by the months in  the Lower . . . . . .  .~ ,~ ,  .,~.,.ner o the judge s 57 recom- ':': J ~  I~ il~ qP_ |  I& .m___£  . . . .  ;:" 
January.. . . . .  .satellite s clls.~t~r.ation Mainland R~ion~ . have access to the Criminal m.~.daUons ~ imp!em, ented ::}'. " D,@, !01  uIr GlOrJ, ~-~ 
. ~e sam me amount..or ~ gra.m~uy ta.umg.smce Correction tenure uaxalla, Cede and other lmal in- mmm uays ox recmvmg net : : ; ~ ~  ::.'.! 
muoot left by me satellite m me craun, uarnesy sam. said in an interview at the formation called f~ in a report. _ ~ : : ~ ~  , :::: 
about equal to the amount He said it is unlikely there prison that Justice Patriots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . .  : : : :~r~j '  • :..: 
which fel l  on western .me any..large r a~e~i .ve Proudfoot ,:'passes wi th  ~a; tora~l '~:m~t~'~oman he'~ ~eU~l~:  m ~l~t °~a~e ~:i V . i~ 
t;asatm after the latest at- "IZesen of me sate•n• tm~ m flvin~ colors for her report ,,,~ . . . . . . . . .  • . i:!: I _ . :~.: 
mespheric nuclear test in the area of the crash, - ~ ' v . . . . . . .  , me roym .comm,smon !....': ~ WATER LII.Y BAY RESORT. 798.2267 ' ~.:: 
JusUceProudfootralcased "There s so little available necessary womu nave ~ .':':i • m i • • . • ;~:~ 
. . . .  the report last week after in this area that neweamers cicaned up a long time ago." !:.: | ~  I J~TERRACE VETERINARY MEDICALCENTRE-a35-3300i~ 
M ______M __~ _ .  M--~. ~ conducting a seven.week to the prison system don't . . . . . . . . . .  ::: w ~ ~ I t - -~  • :~: 
: uar~r~s  -ewsarnwi .~ " " e lierthis earinto . . . .  Taymr saln sne Giant :':' w w ~ ~ :.:. 
J I . A ~ ~  J . . L~ l J . L i~  mqu.wy, ur . y . . . . .  ~evm..gn0w now muen,,rest, exnecttherovalcommission :::: a • / • ~ BOYDS BODY SHOP. 635.9410 ~.:! 
~ ' conaiuons m Hrmsn timemeynaveroserve, she ,.~L,,,;~ ,,, r~ l t  in an" Ion- :i:! I • g" t ' l P~ ~ :~' 
, Columbia prisons holding said. "~-~"- -~-~.  ~. , k^~. -~-u~ - :::: J~ l -~ l~"~- |  • GEMINI EXCAVATING 635~79 ~:! 
1 . . . - - - -en  t~ru l  I 'C IU I 'U l  UX MS Vi~UU ',.:. i l V ~ V ~  " * : ; :  
worn " s tern "" , ;:' ' She disagreed with the ys erooe  , ,  ' r  ' " " : ! : ! '  • ::: 
~n,r  ~ Jst~m.~ no. noono.h ,-,m ~- the letter . When the hearings ep~ts  proposal ruling out . . . . . . . . .  :::: L - ~  r a~t  ~ Free - for  ONE mon lh  cour tesy  of  THE ;:; 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . .  . . . . . . .  - -  --  star•a, most ot us prisoners co-ca prisons in B C xou can t teach an om :.:. l e :.: 
(CP) .AnRCMP ruling that that three-or four-minute - " " do~ new tricks," she said. :::: I I ~ ~ • DALLY HERALD . ~:. 
. . - ~ • H • ~e; 
pr~o~rnwm not be allowed incrvtew~ will he aUowed, Grave  robbers  _.~..~t. .  "And there are still a let of :::: - :::: 
lengthyintervlewswlththeir but longer discussions will t~au~zt t  old do~n on the nrissn staff at :::: II YOU wish  your  Ruglnoss Phone ~ ~  ~ ~ q  ;:; 
Jawyersatthecourihouaola buve to be cenducte.d at the -~er  76  day  search  'Oakallla who'll never be :::: . . . . . . .  • .. l~- '~-s~i~- '~-~ L':: 
a "disturbing l imit to in- police building . . . . . . . .  NE--witzer l  d "~ " " - . . . .  e ~ i i s ieo  for  your  cus tomers  please Call ~F~F~ ~ ~ M  ~: 
dlvldual rights and Lauder said the letter . . l~ .u~l~ , ~. an .Io~.teo .~rues.uay alto .~  :::~:.~.w.~..~...~.:~......~...~.~.~.~..........~.~....~.~.~.~.~.~...-.~w.~.w.+~.~...~.~..~.-~..~.+~.~.;...-.~.~.....~.~....~...~..~..~.............;~.~.~.:.:~+~` ,+:+ 
~.,~t~m,, ~t.~ n lmal aid ,,,oamt~ that court officials, tap) - TWO men were in Do0y, sill in its oa~ coffin, ..~.~.~....--...........~.....~.~.~..~.~.~.~.~.~.~...-.~.~......~.~..~...~.~..-...~.........~....~.~.-.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~..~..~.-.... ... . .. :':":' '~ 
- -~ ' - -  ' ' l awy .  . . . .  pro"~a--tl-on officers ah(i castody Wednesday after the. was found Wednesday near , d k i ~ i ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ i ' ] i ;  , ] ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ . 
Nell Lauder of Pr ince lawyem were responsible for p..ody, of actor Cbar l ]e  ..Vllleneuve, asmal l townat  qr -~, -  ~ , -~-  ~-  ~, -  ~ ~-  ~ ,~,- ~ ~-~, -  ~,- ~,- ~, -  ~ ~ ~ .,.~y~ ~-  
unawin, stolen from its ~e  eastern tip ot LaKe A k " ' . . . . . . .  " ": + . . . . . . . .  '" " "  "3 k ~.' ;:~B C said Tuesday fhn  escan,~ 
~atPthe  "RCMP polic~, --" ""  grave76daysago, wasfound Geneva. . lqr ~ It 
outtinedinaletterforSgt E Lander, who complained in a field near Lake Geneva . . . . . . . . . .  _ m m.  m.  I,m - tli 
G Raaf lauboftheFort 'St :  recently that RCMP in Authorit ies said they co~°mCisnifr~un~r,~S~a'~ e ~i l  l l l l  [ ]  I I  " . ~ i  
James detachment, was Prince Georgehave denied arrested a Pole and a t~.~,, a ,. I.., ,~,,. ,i.; . . . . .  v l g ~ ~ [ ]  ~ . I V 
imcosed because a 14-year- lawyers access to accused Bulgarian after the two ,~ . . . . .  - . . . . . . .  ,.b=.. +. J k n MM o J i 
- -  !1 the Cha 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ old boy escaped from the persons until after police allegedly ca ed p m +t,o , . . . . . . . .  ,~ . . . . .  -~ , ,  q | • • • • ~ p 
- -  • i l l  l d l l l lOQl l l i l  1"  U l l l t l i~  £11*  ] r ~ ~ ~ ~ 
courthouse while he was questioning, said the new family lawyer demanding a s,i,..,.~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
r the return of the ~ tu~ ~r  ~x, ,m,w~uo.  , being inteawiowed at various policy is another example of ransom fo vm . . . . . . . .  ;~ ,,~ ~...~,+,.~o J k J k 
times by a lawyer, probation the ernslon of legal rights, comediean semams,  ooo, ^+ ~,..o; . . . . .  ;, . . . .  . ~ F __ __ .~_  ] F 
officer,'notive'court worker "They just keep snipping Magistrate Jean.Daniel w~,'.,,,~,o~..'~'l~'o~..~';~."~:~ , ~ • • ~ ~ ' ~,  
• e ] . .+- ,+ - , . .o / , . - I ,  oe~, ,  ",~ ,~+ +,~ and human resources of- away and pretty soon there Tenthorey stud ~ ca I was +m . . . . .  r ~;o u+o uo as+ 4 | • ~ ~ ~,~ ~ ~ .+ | ) 
ricer, i s  nothing left, he said. traced, the two men were ~ere l~C'h~di~n Day at. " • m F w . 
" "" • o - age 88 and was buried in the ~) ,  I i U U  n l l iu  
village cemetery Dec 27 
Af r i ca  swarms w i th  , ' ' • . . The body was stolen March 
• ' your Iooal d str butor • iI • • i II ' ' Tenthorey, who directed J il i i " f f~d~l ra3~l l i '1 f l  I 11"41~11 i K iT~11 i the 2½ month investigation, ~ V 
l~S i .~ l i~ i .~ . i t j . l i j . i l ,4 t j ,  j . s i j j ,  vv  m declined to give any more • • 
. details about the recovery, ~ k ~'AF ilrllilili~lll 
WASHINGTON (CP)  - reducing genuine including identification of ~ r now are the coahuon as a I V l  i l l l l l l i lG I I I  
Aortas Africa, armies are m strongholds of Er itrean movement toward, majority the suspects, pending a later A k 
the march, threatening to 
subject that troubled con- 
tinent o many years of war. 
Like the bitter, chaotic 
Thirty Years' War that 
devastated a fragmented 
17th-onetury Germany, the 
African violence is fuelled by 
the intervention of larger 
powem, that one difference 
is that so far the larger 
powers have not clashed 
directly. 
Instead, through arms 
shipments, f inancial aid, 
advisers and a variety of 
formal and informal en- 
couragement to war, the 
powers from outside Africa 
compete in shedding African 
blood instead of their own. 
But the potential clearly 
exists for increased overseas 
, involvement. U.S. airborne 
troops wore placed on alert 
for possible temporary in- 
volvement in Zairo, where 
Angola-backed rebels are 
threatening southern copper 
resources, foreign citizens 
and the politically. 
vulnerable Zaire govern. 
m~at. 
in the face of a previous 
similar invasion, France 
moved quickly to aid Zalro 
with transport airc:aft. 
If Cuban troops in Angola 
are sent in large numbers to 
aid the Angola-supported 
rebel invasion of Zair, 
Western powers would have 
a difficult choice: provide 
more direct aid or see a 
country of 25 million 
threatened. 
Other mil itary actions 
have taken place in the last 
few years since a large 
Cuban expeditionary force 
proved to be decisive in the 
Angolan civil war. 
Ethiopian forces, fresh 
from a'Cuban-aided victory 
ever a Somalian invasion. 
r~b~,  *. 
Brief actions such as the~ 
recent South African raid 
into Angola or Rhodealan 
raide aganlat guerrilla bases 
in neighboring countries also 
threaten to open new and 
larger areas of conflict. 
Even the .Chinese are 
deeply involved in Africa, 
ough their advisers in 
Tanzania and elsewhere 
seem to have conscientiously 
avoided a military role 
In all cases, belligerent 
parties depend on direct or 
indirect outside aid, whether 
from foreign expeditionary 
forces, advisers, arms 
nlantLfactw'er, mercenaries, 
money or arms. 
But there are some 
grounds for hope in the over 
all picture, some potential 
opportunltico for a more 
p~ac.eful 'development of 
Africa's Innate strength. 
In Rhodesia, the coalition 
of whites and blacks has held 
 ether a major 
tempest hat had trentened 
to undermine the whole 
effort for t rans i t ion to 
majority rule. 
Followers of Bishop Abel 
Murorowa, eousidered the 
most powerful of • the 
moderate black leaders who 
entered the coalition, 
ecided to remain in the 
coalition even after the 
dismissal 6f a black cabinet 
minister who criticized 
Rhodesia's white legal 
system. 
The coalition still faces 
grave challenges from 
guerril las on Rhodesia's 
borders and its lack of in. 
ternntienal credibility.. So 
long as the Rhodeaian 
government remains largely 
under the control of white 
supremlate, It will be hard 
for'most observers to see the 
ruin. 
Yet there in hope simply in 
the fact that the Rhodeslan 
cabinet still exists as ta 
collection of white and black 
faces, a situation which in 
previous years might have 
been considered improbable. 
And while news of war 
dominates headlines, there 
are also trends such as the 
economic development of 
.it-rich Nigeria, a country of 
65, million people and 
perhaps the most potentially 
powerful state on the African 
map. 
U.S. state department 
assessments are that 
Nigeria is learning to 
manage its economic boo, is 
slowly improving the lot of 
its people, has relative 
political stability and is 
• making good progress 
toward civilian rule. 
I n  Africa, such signs of 
hope can vanish overnight 
with a coup, rebellion, in- 
vasion or other political 
action. But as long as the 
signs exist, thoTrends behind 
them can" be aided by 
governments who refuse to 
base all their policies on 
uessimism. 
x 
"The mentally retarded 
should be given the op- 
portunity to develop their 
potential through integration 
into the community. In- 
stitutions hould be phased 
out, and small home-like 
units, hostels or apartments, 
under supervision of house 
parents, made available. In 
other words', an ordinary 
environment, onan ordinary 
street, not an expensive 
hospital Jail or exile." 
-Dr. Wolf Wolfensberger, 
Visiting Scientist, National 
Institute on Mental Retar- 
dstion 
news conference. 
'But sources close to family 
lawyer Jean.Felix Paschoud 
said the thieves called him 
several times in the last few 
days demanding "a huge 
sum" of money and that 
Paschoud talked down the 
amount in subsequent calls 
while police traced the 
callers. 
• At the Chaplin n~nston in 
Corsier-sur-Vevey, hie 
widow, norm, refused to talk 
to reporters. But the family 
butler, who identified 
himself only as Renato, told" 
a reporter who telephened: 
"Mrs. Chaplin is very. 
happy. There is great joy in 
the house." 
I 
Soccer 
Saturday May 13 at 6 p.m. 
Terrace defeated AWT 
Kitimat 13 to 1. AWT's goal 
was scored by D. Ur- 
banowski. Terrace scorers 
were Brian Dorrington with 
3, N. Kollias with 5, and 
singles by  Simpson, Reid, 
Parmar, Hogan, and Cervio. 
Sunday at 2 p.m. Kttamaat 
Village defeated Fun Centre 
5 to 0. Village scorers were 
A. Grant, H. Grant with 2, M. 
Amos,.and C. Grant. 
Six p.m. at Riverledge 
Alcan dumped BinCkpool 
United 5 to 1. S. Brady scored 
2, with R. Leibach, G. Brady,' 
G. Brady, 'and E. Salema' 
doing the rest of the scoring 
for Alcan. 
Gerry See•an scored for 
A Blackpool United. 
Luso-Canad ian  vs 
Eurocan did not play. 
¢ 4 
Get the paper delivered for only i) 
$3.00 a month (½ price for 
pensioners) to your door early . 
every morning. , , 
Read ,the local news with your 
morning coffee/ 
For your classified ads, coming 
events, notices or /ocal news just ' 
call me... , 4 
Pat Zelinski at I 
632-2747 : 
HOURS 7-9. a.m. 11.5 p.m. " ' 
* • 
i t • 
# 
i 
I 
!i ~ ~..uires "B" ticket, camp 
:~ Manager Trainee, upon, 
$800.00-dependiag on ex- 
i~  perienee, Excellent op- 
.=~ ~rtunities to. promotion to 
~:! manager branch locations 
~! throughout province. 
,~' Auto Mt~hanlc, I opening, 
~i $9.00 per hour, Must have 
'~! . ,experience in repair- 
overhaul of ears buses, and 
trucks etc. 
Jouraeymen carpmter, 1 
vacancy, $10.00 per hour 
depending on experience. 
~; Prefer Journeyperson. 
Plumber, 1opening , Union 
iii rate, Must have ticket, must 
! be, fu l ly  experienced in 
~ serv ice  work  and  con-  
i~' . s t ruet ion ,  occas iona  
overtime required. 
'.~ ...... Life Insurance agent, I 
r~ r . 4 " '  vacancy, $800.00 to $1,200.00 
I . a month, Training provided, @ 
should have hackground end 
' l "  . / intersat in economes. 
~oe Repairmen, 1 
i' ' .  ' . .,opening, $500.00 per month, 
must be able to operate all 
'" standard equipment and 
nmchinen involved in the 
: trade. 
Registered .nurses, 2 
ol~inga, $7.90 per hour. 
Must be R.N.-Shift Work. 
Regidered nurse, 
Registered Nurse, 1 
vacancy ,  $6.00 per  hour  
depending on experience, 
~r fur~ng office nursing 
Duties. 
Electricinn, opening, 
LW.A. rate, Must be ear- 
fltied, one year sawmill 
exper lenee.  
Head Teehnu log is t ,  1 
: oJ~ming, $1,286.50 a month ,  
depend ing  on exper ience .  
Must be able to supervise 
.. Lab staff, Hachine main- 
temunce progrma nd advise 
L duty rcatsr. 
Librarian, 1 opening, 
• $17,299-26,400 per  annum 
Suitable professional ex .  
• perience, BLS or MLS 
degree with two years 
• re la ted  exper ience  
preferable in vocational. 
academic Institution. 
Instructors, open, $5.00 to 
~6.40 per hour, Hours will 
•L 
I 
i 
Terraoe '4o5 . . . . .  . .... 
u tu iti "ppor-;  n ' -es " " "  ,~k~, ~ ~:~ .~ ,~.~ 
luduetrlal First Alde at- reference is required shift ~ ~ : ~ , "  ~ ~.'~,."~> 
tendatu, 1 vacancy, I.W,A, work, some hosue wori~ full ~ i ~ ~ ] ] ~ ' ~ "  ii",~ ~.]~:~ ~ 
Rate Nasa Camp Area time . . . .  ~ , , , z ~ , ~ : . ~ . ~  
(Comb) Welder, 10penlng, ':~ ~ " ~'~ ~:'.~;' 
$10.01 ½ per hour, TO do " .~t~ !i;~i~;i~,ij}~i~ ...... ,,: : ~::~' '~, 
welding repair, work on ~ , ~'c::,,~ :,~'~,~,'~ 
heavy duty equipment, no .......... ~,~.~,~ ~ ~ , ? ~ . ~ , ~ . , , ~  
. ok .  .o . . . . ,  bu, 
minimal three years ex. 
perience is required. :!~i:;,i ~i ~. 
Credit Program , ~  
(Trsinee), 1 oPening, Salary :~!?~ ..... ,,/ 
negoUab]e, Minimal Grade ~ ~ ~ ~  
12 is necessary, financial Bonnie Juba, first prize winner in the Kindergarten. 
background an asset, ex. Grade 1 category of the Herald's Mother Day letters 
cellent , opportunitie for contest, uryan Prlvek, second prize winner In Grade I~- - - ' -~  
Career minded person.. ~ ..... 
Bookeeler9 1 vacancy. 
, , , . , . ,  , , .  Knowledge  of  ch i ld  abus perlence in advanced bookkeeping, record ` ran. e 
sactions, prepare financial should cause l iab i l i ty  ta tements  ca lcu lat~ 
payroll i maintain accounts 
payable and receiyable, 
prepare budgets. VANCOUVER (CP). ANy professionals are not the task force canvassed incidence of child ahuse is 
Vocatlonal Instructors, person who suspects a child disclosing suspected abuses 2,600 persons in the health, increasing, with childred 
Open, Marine Engine is being abused but doesn't hecauaofanunwlillngnessto ocial service, educational under school age in the 
Mechnic, to instruct a reportitshouldbe heldliable get involved, fear of reprisal "end law enforcement fields highest risk category. 
program of all components for the consequences, a task or insufficient evidence, to determine thesobstaeles "They have no voice," she 
of both 2 Cycle and 4 cycle force report of the United Thestudyestimatesthatin o the identification and sald in an interview. "There 
gasoline marine ngines and Way of the Lower Mainland 1976 there were at least S,010 reporting of child abuse, is no one to whom they can 
related pi'opulsion com. said Tuesday. cases of child abuse known, Abut 37 percent of health turn for help so we must all 
penents. Wage is $1,506.00 to At present, reporting is but the actual number of and child care professionals be on'the alert to spot the 
$2,239.00a month, depending mandatory, but the law is children mistreated was 14 surveyed, half of which were sigasofafmullyintroubleso 
on experience, rarely enforced. The report times higher, police officers, said they did that we may be able to 
Heavy DutyMeahanics, to said even health care The report was made after net know they were reqalred prevent it degenerating into 
instruct pre-apprentice or to report any suspected chlid actual child abuse." " 
apprentice students in all Cable rates abuse. . Onccachiidgoesteschool, 
phases of their training Frances Greenbert, a teachers, chool nurses end 
including both theory and member of the task fro'co, social workers hould be on 
praetical. Wage is $1,506.00 cou ld  r ise andsupervisorofchildabuse th a le r tandab le tospct  
to $2,239.00 a month: Invention teams in Van- abused children, she said. 
Air Brakes Instructor, the couver and the Fraser The report recommended 
successful applicant will VANCOt~v'ER (CP) . increase a customer a Valley for the ministry of that there be more end 
have the following Cablevision companies month." human resources, said the better day care emtros quallfisatios; criticized British Colubia B.C. Tel said the increased 
a) drivers license, B.C. Telephone Co. Tuesday for a reatal fee would pay for the  anm' - a " a n s  c a l l e d  
valid proposed cable restal in- cable comopanies' hare of 
b) Valid B.C. Air Brake erease which they said could investment for telephone certificate 
meana2Fcantte$1inerease poles, which amounts to cl--o et b,--got c)Driving experience inan in customer ~harges. almost 33 percent. 
air brake equipped vehicle B.C. Tel replied that it "The poles were build S 8 
.Marine Engine Mechanic, wants~ cablevislon com. primarily for the B.C. Tel 
to inatruetaprogramo'al l  parties to pay their "fair system but the principle 
all components of I~., 2 share of costs"- an incresed 
cycle and 4 cycle gaso.ine payment ranging from 65 to 
marine engines and related 300 percent' for every 30 
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VANCOUVER (CP) get involved in human rights 
involved is that ff your have Canada was called a nation issues. 
some tenants there they pay of cleset bigots Tuesday by Evening- curfews for 
the going rate-they don't go Paul Wise, Pacific region minors, which same Van- 
components. - tnetresofcablereated, free because they are field representative for the couvcr-area municipalities 
Project manager, 1 The cable companies and already there," said Jim federal secretary of state's have imposed in an attempt 
vacancy, $150.00 a week the telephone companywcre Peacock, B.C. Tel com- department, ot combat vandalism are a 
depending onexperience, appearing at a Canadian municat ions  pro jec ts  Winntcldamestingofthe "violation of children's 
Experience in building Radio-television end Tcie- manager. Vancouver Rotary Club that rights," Winn said. 
constructing concrete communications Com- At present, cable corn- British Columbia has some "It doesn't seem fair to 
foundetiorm, wood framing mission hearing, panics pay for all placement of  the strongest human punish everyene fur the.sins 
supervision os six men. The Canadian (~able costs of cable on the pole, or rights legisintibn in the of a few," he said. "I am- 
pre-SCHOOL teacher, 2 Television •Association. 50 per cent if thorn is joint world, but people 'aren't sure that some under 16 - 
vary depending on type of vacancies, $500.00 -$600.00 a representing ~8 B.C. placement by the cable using it. . . yeor-olds have to work late 
month •depending on ex- cablevis ion companies, company and B.C. Tel in Pubtieeducation covering in the evenlng-I know that I
course any person able to perience. Work under argued that companies underground ducts, concerns and areas in which did myself." . 
direction of supervisor already are paying a "more B.C. Tel based much of its humafi rights complaints The War Measures Act, 
organize and lead activities than adequate contribution argumenton thehigher rates can. be made should he the which was last used in,the (Representative to Regional District) " 
- ' " °  MEETING m~ interest •to a group of 
Adult students. 
. .~n~.~.. ~ ~'~=.-,'~"" .~  . . . .... ~,~.°f T.hildre~.. . . in.pre-school. . . . . . . .  ..~" cos~..,,, -, it estimated ~ablevision provincial -~ government's Quebec kidnapping ~iels of :., -' 
• h~"  ' ~ % , ~ l  'esp~, io r ; ; " ]  . . . .  • . . . . .  • . . . . .  i , LES  WATMOUGH , ,  .,,,, ~ 8  Je'p~ iff, l~t  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Since 1968, cablevis on companies ~vouldpay ff they first priority, he sa id . .  October, 1970, to  ,here, ass 
• open,ns,~-~ooooto~ooooa been were to proceed on their ~dlemanyCanadiensare pollcepowers, i unexamnie 6trlpK'k]l~T£'~9 . . . . . .  ' '  tohandle desk clerk duties . . .  ' .. • companies have • 
monm aepenamg on ex teof • _ . own.' quick to toll ethnic jokes and of "racist legislatien," "he IX J I t L4  must he able to control " charged a flat rentalra 
security of the hotel, permnce. -~uper.vl.ee p.re- 33 cents each 29.5 metres of "The rental cost would be the jokes may seem innocent also said. r l r~ ,~ i .m~ | [ ~/ ,~,~_  .t~, Q . . . . . .  
Cook. 1 opeuing, $5.13 per SChool s.~m, aormmstrauon cable. ~ much higher ff they had to enough, Wiun said it is "the Questioned about Rotary .a zava  a . ,~  w'  ~tt~x- ~ , , .~w~r  
es pre-scneat programs . . . . . . . .  , ^ ~ bidld their own support thought of it that is fostering International's refusal tt hour, Must be able to bust e unoer u t; "rm s prop~,,., ,, 
bust bust ^eertMed ,arc welder, ._1 charges would vary from a structure, _ Pea .o~..k sals. ~e hetred., that causes the admit women into its ranks, "/-30 p.m, 
,,m,-,~s, ~,,.o, ~-  ,,our, ueerge ~alDralul, oama e"  a ' ' • 52-cent rental fee for pole g .  policy which the secretary 
Must be Certihed Are . . . . . . .  f r president of Vercom Cable He told the club that its of state denartment of • Cool,,1 opening, $1,000 to elder c ames m a t,a-cent tee o Thurs .  18  Ma 
,$1,200peramonthdepmding W -  . . . . . .  single and $1,24 fee f~ multi- ..Ser.vic~L~.ofV~n.on:.said members hould ~ more flcislly disapproves, Winn 
on experience. Will be .-~.'~e.usLve,,,,,.m-re~-er:.-I dlct underground cables for t~atm..metwosuum, vz ons .awareof.~.eunporumce of replied that Rotary mem- TIkAmmL'-I! mh, , , , , l , , ,  D , , , ,  • 
requlred to menage Kitchen -~'."-~-~']~-?-'-'~-~.-~uLuP '' 30 meires of cable wnerems compa.nyms~u~ hum. an. rights and should herships is "not a crucial a l lU l l i aa l l l  & IU I I IUHId l~ nvvm • 
andstaf f  and to function as 1 m..~.~poasmsaunumstrauve ant .  q',~lnn~k~mnnsaid itS own uucm me cost el seez out every oppurtnulty o issue' . . . .  
head cook -- should he fully aointies ano no abm to co- • "" .-' . . . . . .  ":-----':--- ." instal lat ion was corn- " ALL INTER':ST|D 
° ' ° - "  ' " ' °  Pr Ire ordinate work of other i s' parativclycheaper • experienced in food costing staple ms end colnmunities cahlevis ion compan e ,, and menuplaaning. - Y . . -  -customers, wouldawagexO . .  Here we are a small, O = 1 r~ PAnTVS URGED TO ATTEND anu. must..possess, mo~.ugn ,n o_~ ,,~,*~ m~,~ ,~ ,.-~tnmer. euic]en~ company paying 50 ' . ,,., ,~.~m.,~.,,---,~,,~,~,~, _ • , 
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The H jman__ Side__ of the News 
In this day of computerized verything, when 
an individual's progress, health, schooling, 
employment and government statistics charting 
his birth, marriage, marri~ge h!story, death and 
burial are recorded, filed and cross-indexed or~ 
punch-cards for electronic read-outs, one would 
hardly imagine the editot%l desk of a city 
newspaper would be one of the few very human 
places left. 
The computer and other electronic wizardry 
have indeed, taken over much of the printer's 
task and will take over more during the coming 
24 months. No longer is the type hand set, in 
reverse (mirror writing) letter by letter. 
Columns are not only automatically evened out 
(justified), but words are split and hyphenated 
by computer-and this is only a tiny sample of the 
things electronic brain-like machinery is doing 
in transfeh'ing the news as it happens around the 
world to the hands of your news-carrier for 
delivery to your front door. 
Despite this, the took of pathos, tragedy, 
comedy, heart-warming and heart-breaking 
news that pours in by teletype, telephone, 
witness, as well as mail, is a constant reminder 
to even the most hard:boiled, eadline-conscious 
editor that perhaps even more than ever, news is 
"people". 
It is an interesting, thrilling, sometimes soul- 
shaking experience to sit behind a desk and, 
scissors in ,mind and scissors in hand, act in 
judgement upon the mass of news-copy, deciding 
with every cut, what the reading public who 
subscribe to that newspaper will be permitted to 
read. ' 
The decision has to be niade, not as a cen- 
sorship or intended news-slanting measure, but 
because there are only so many column inches of 
~pace in each issue allowed for news and photos 
and the supply of general news is always in 
exces.~ of the space allowed. 
What might appear contradictory, however, is
the truth that local news of real importance to 
readers in a specific town, ethnic group, and 
members of clubs, churches, as well as em- 
ployees in individual tf'ades-is usually in short 
supply, and therefore there is always a constant 
search to obtain this. sort of news. 
telegram and personal interview and eye- Given the choice of a news item suggesting 
~:~:~:.:.:.~;:;:.~.~.:~:~:.:~:.:~:.:.~:~:~.:~:~:.:.:~:~:~:~:.~:.:~:~:~:.~.~.~.~:~:.~:~:..~:~:~:%...`.:.~.~.~.~.:~.....:..~:::::~:~:~:~:~:~:::;:;:;:;:~.~.:.:.:........~..:.:.~.....:.~.:.:.:.: 
Crown Corporations face reform 
by Tony MacGregor 
VICTORIA - The newly established committee 
on crown corporations launched into its first 
major task Wednesday and if it succeeds it may 
launch the B.C. legislature on the road to reform. 
The H-member, all-party committee is in- 
vestigating the inner workings of the largest 
crown corporation west of Ontario - B.C. Hydro, 
a mammoth business enterprise with tentacles 
controlling businesses as diverse as sea buses 
and naiural gas. 
Elwood Veitch, Socred MLA frown Burnaby- 
Willingdon and chairman of the committee, said 
what he wants to know is why British 'Colum- 
bians are paying so much for their energy and he 
thinks the committee can .find out. 
If it can expose inefficiencies and find ways to 
sharpen up Hydro's performance - it will open 
the way for the formation of other equally 
powerful, all-party committees which will put 
the MLAs to useful work. 
Veitch says that the British parliamentary 
system was never designed to deal with cor- 
~rations by the government and that over the 
years the crown corporations have become 
virtually accountable to no one. 
"They've sometimes grown beyond the 
legislation which conceived them," he said. 
The question is whether the all-party com- 
mittee of MLAs whose occupations range from 
restaurant proprietor to nurse to logging con-. 
tractor have the knowledge and skill to ask the 
kind of questions which will give them the in- 
formation they need. 
Veitch says the committee has a top-quality 
seven-member staff and realms of consultants at 
its call. 
That kind of backing wouldn't be enough to 
budge Hydro if it really didn't want to move. But 
what the committee does have is some powerful 
legislation which gives it the right to compel.' 
witnesses to appear and subpoena nd materials 
it wishes. 
William Bonner, chairman of B.C. Hydro, 
recognized and acquiesced to that power at 
Wednesday's meeting. 
What the committee also has going for it a re  
.the recent political scandalsin the United States 
m which cover-ups and-stonewalling by 
politicians and civil servants caused a string of 
eruptions which burned a lot of rising stars. 
Those lessons are not likely to be lost on the men 
now facing the legislative committee. 
And no one can accuse Robert Bonner, 
chairman Of Hydro and former attorney general 
of B.C., of failing to learn his political lessons. 
He put on a cunsummate performance at 
Wednesday's meeting, showing all of the poise 
and skill - with just the right dash of humor- 
shich has made him a successful politician and 
top corporate executive. 
The MLA committee, in comparison, came 
across as lacldustre, disjointed and perhaps a 
little bumbling- obviously ignorant of some of the 
basic workings of Hydro. 
But in the long run Hydro v~ill probably learn, 
if it hasn't already, that you can't beat city hall. 
And if there is any wrong-doing or inefficiencies 
in the corporation, the committee will bring 
them to light. 
.:.:::~.:.:~.':.'::~::~..::~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::~.:::::::::::::::::i::::::::::::::::::~:~:::~;~:.~;:;~:.~.~::~.~:~:::~:~::::::.::::~:~:::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::: 
Letters to the editor , 
Dear Sir: 
Non-smokers peak out 
amount Of space, can cause ualikelythetallsmokerswill few hours a week at local 
My 31st is Non Smokers 
Day. Why are Non Smokers 
Clubs and Societies being 
formed? 
WHAT is the problem? 
Over the last few years, 
research as pointed out the 
unquestionable rink between 
tobacco smoking and 
resultant health problems. 
harm to the innocent 
bystander? 
Unfortunately for many 
non or ex smokers, as little 
as one or two puffs of smoke 
in a room will cause them 
considerable discomfort. 
Some allergic" individuals 
have explained their severe 
reaction to the chemicals 
Recently the plight of the non drifting from a cigaret hat 
smoker has been focuse, was carried through aroom. 
upon. The cigaret was lit but was 
Tobacco smoke inhaled by notpuffedonduring the20er 
thesmokercanresultinpoor 30 seconds of its travels. 
health, breathing problems Areal like meeting rooms, 
and shortened life. That ears, homes or elevators can 
being the case, what about ,carry the lingering fumes for 
the person who has chased to days after the last cigaret or 
not smoke cigarets, pipes or 
cigars (because they cherish 
their good health) yet find 
themselves urrounded by 
the odiferous and annoying 
side stream smoke from 
other people burning 
tobacco? 
[] this smoke harmful? 
Common sense would in- 
dicate that sucking the 
smoke through the cigaret is 
not the cause of ill effects 
from the smoking practise. 
Then we must examine the 
smoke itself. What quan- 
titles of smoke, in what 
cigar Is smoked. 
Loose particles are 
present and are returned to 
the air as a result of people 
walking around and being 
seated, causing severe 
discomfort to those sensitive 
to one or more of the of. 
fending chemicals, 
What can he done? 
As over seven million 
Canadians smoke tobacco 
products, it is unlikely that 
the smoking problem will 
just go away as a result of 
the tobacco companies 
closing down. It is equally 
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decide to stop smoking and 
end the problem. (It is not 
only very difficult to stop 
smoking, but also it seems 
that most smokers don't 
believe that /hey will have 
any of the smoking.related 
diseases). 
The only real solution to 
this dilemma seems to be to 
devise a method of 
segregation in order to 
protect the non smoker from 
smoke, while allowing the 
smoker to continue their 
hospitals to help offset the 
mammoth medieat costs 
that are the direct result of 
smoking. A spin-off value 
could be a new awareness of
the n~ture of the health 
problems resulting from 
smoking. 
Some smokers may even 
decide to quit. By keeping 
our teen population i volved 
in the hospitals, they might 
decide they would rather 
spend their time in 
recreation and fitness ac- 
smoking practise. This is tivities instead of pulmonary 
easier to theorize than wards, amidst oxygen tanks 
arrange. Smokers eem to and the coughing, wheezing 
smoke almost anywhere and 
everywhere. 
Could we revert back to a 
time when smoking was done 
in a "smoker" (a special 
room) or at the Club? Would 
places of business be willing 
to duplicate services, one for 
• the smoker, one for the non 
smoker? 
It starts to get complieaied 
doesn't i t?  
And what about the em- 
ployees who are allowed to 
smoke while they work? 
Would'-our civil liberties 
people iilt~.~ere if a non 
smoking estdbljshment hired 
only non smoking staff, in 
order to keep the air ~lean in 
their establishment? There 
could he some interesting 
side effects as stUdies reveal 
that non smoking zones or 
services required less staff. 
(We know non smokers have 
fewer days of sick leave and 
are .not preoceuk~led with 
searches for matches, 
lighters and ashtrays). 
Cleaning bills msy drop, 
light fixtures and windo~vs 
stay e l~n longer. Dirty 
ashtrays, scattered ashes 
and burn' holes Would 
disappear, saving time and 
money. Also ff increased 
productivity is a much 
needed factor in our country, 
who knows what could be 
started by  non smoking 
establishments? 
Of course we would carry 
the Justice even further and 
suggest hat smokers could 
he encouraged tovolunteer a 
inhabitants of our hospitals. 
This, of course, could then 
result in a few hard feelings. 
The Swedes .may think we 
are trying to keep up with the 
Jorgensons. 
Written for the United Non 
Smokers by Marie L Tracy, 
Smoking Cessation Con'- 
sultant. 
TODAY IN HISTORY 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Josephine, empress of 
France and former wife of 
Napoleon,:died 164 years ago 
tnday--in 1814. She was born 
in Martinique in 1763 and 
married the Vicomte de 
Boauharnais in1779. In 1796, 
two years after de 
Beauharnais's execution, 
she married Napoleon 
Bonaparte and accompanied 
him on his Italian campaign, 
bet soon returned to Paris 
and gratified to the full her 
pleasure-loving instincts. 
She attracted the most 
brilliant society of France 
and contributed a good deal 
to establishment of her 
husha~.d's power. But the 
marripge, being childness, 
was dissolved Dec. 16, 1809. 
Josep~ne retained the title 
of em~s,  a~d, if allowed, 
would' have rejoined 
Bonaparte after his fall. 
1603--Samuel .de Chain. 
plain arrived at Tadoussac , 
Qua: 
1968--Chief, the last U.S. 
Army Cavalry horse, died. 
I 
that five million t~esidents along the banks of a 
river in Bengal are in imminent danger of death 
from floods and starvation and an item on a 
local f~re that claimed the lives of a family in 
Prince Rupet't the local item will hold far greater 
reader-interest, sad though this may be. 
This then points up a continuing problem, 
never likely to be solved, of the responsibility he 
editor had to make or educate readers to a 
degree of awareness wheeby people in other 
provinces, other countries'and other continents 
become as real and as important o them 
through reporting items of human interest. 
In other words, to convery through the news, 
the real meaning behind the answer given twoo 
thousand years ago to a question asked of a 
Carpenter--"Who, then,. IS my Neighbour? 
...%%,;~;.;.:.:.;.;.;.;..%.;%..%%%%%%%....%%%....%..............................,............,..........'.....,............................,..........%..................-.......-.-.......-...:.~.;.....;~:s....~, 
"'Osgood's determined to nip the crab-grass problem early this year. "" 
March Criminal Injuries Awards 
Thirty-one'award totalling 
$68,199 were announced 
during March under the 
Criminal • Injuries Com- 
pensation Act. 
While attempting tomake 
a citizeo's arreest of a 
driver, whom he suspected 
was driving a stolen ear, a 
19-year-old man was crushed 
between two.cars when the 
suspect drove away. The 
victim suffered fractures to 
both. his legs includinl~ 
, multiple fractures to his left 
resulted in an extensive premises of a night club. He man money a 55-year-old 
period of hospitalization a d suffered dental fractures Vancouver man was struck 
approximately six weeks and contusions of the face. with a chair by the asnaflant. 
disability. For loss of wages The,victim, :was~, awarded ~ He.suffared a fracture to bla 
and injuries uffered she was $588. :;: ' .  : : : : .  : : .  : ; loft ,eyebone sucker, scalp 
awarded $3,684. . . . . .  A " 19-year.old North 
leg which has resulted in a 
shortening and a permanet 
weakness in' that leg. For 
loss of wages incurred and 
permanent injuries uffered 
he was awarded $18,775. 
During a domestic dispute 
a 27-year-uld Prince George 
womanwasattacked, beate~ 
and throWn down a flight of 
stairs. She suffered asevere 
fracture to her right leg 
which required an extensive 
period of rehabilitation. For 
loss of wages and injuries 
suffered she was awarded 
13,959. 
A 39-year-aid man from 
the B.C. Interior was at- 
tacked and physically 
abused by another man 
following an argument over 
the placement of animal 
traps near the victim's 
property. As a result of the 
attack he suffered a 
damaged knee joint which 
required an extensive period 
of rehabilitation. For loss of 
wages and injuries uffered 
he was awarded $3,962. 
While waiting for a taxi a 
k%year-old Vancouver man 
was attacked, beaten and 
robbed by a group of men. 
lle suffered a fractUre to his 
loft eye socket and was 
disabled for approximately 
three months. For loss of 
wages and injuries uffered 
the victim was awarded 
P-,055. 
A 17-year-old North 
Vancouver man was at- 
tacked ~nd struck on the 
head by a male youth 
wielding a golf club. He 
After refusing to give two 
men a ride in his car a 75- 
year.old Vancouver man 
was attacked and beaten by 
the two assailants. He 
suffered contusions of the 
face and was awarded $252. 
Following a dispute over a 
motor vehicle accident he 
driver of one of the vehicles, 
a 21-year-old Burnsby man, 
was attacked and punched in 
the face by the operator of 
the other car. He suffered a
fractured hose and was 
awarded $991. 
A 70-year-old Vancouver 
man was attacked, beaten 
and robbed b~, "a group of 
unidentified assailants. He 
suffered a minor fracture to 
his right forearm and was 
awarded $865. 
In another incident in- 
volving motor vehicles, a23. 
year-old Fraser Valley man 
was attacked and punched in 
the face by the operator of 
the other vehicle involved in 
a two car collision. He 
suffered afracture to his jaw 
and cheekbone. For loss of 
wages and injuries uffered 
the victim was awarded 
$1,540. 
The assailant hreatened 
the victim, an 18-year.-old 
Kelowna man, with a rifle 
and then struck him in the 
face. The assailant had 
bumped a truck in which the 
victim was a passenger. He 
suffered'a minor cheekbone 
fracture and was awarded. 
$954. 
After requesting amale 
youth to leave her back yard 
a 73-year-old Burnaby 
woman was thrown to the 
ground' and kicked several 
times by the assailant.. She 
suffered a fractured right 
wrist which has resulted in a 
permanent disability. The 
victim was awarded $'2,830. 
While attempting, to 
suffered a compound skull escape from. her burning 
fracture and was disabled home a 29-year-old Nanaimo 
for approximately three woman suffered a minor 
months. For loss of wages,, laceration to her f~ot and a 
(the victim was employed 
part time) and injuries 
suffered he was awarded 
$3,632. 
After trying to apprehend 
a man, whom he observed 
attempting to rob a store, a 
24-year-old Vancouver man 
was stabbed in the right 
thigh by the assailant. He 
suffered internal lacerations 
to an artery and a vein. He 
was awarded $2,757. 
For no apparent reason a 
26-year-old woman from the 
B.C. Interior was stabbed in 
bruise to her right forearm. 
The blaze had been ignited 
by two fire bombs which had 
been thrown through the 
window, The victim was 
awarded ~00, 
Without provocation a 17- 
year-old Coquitiam an was 
attacked and kicked in the 
face by a male assailant. He 
su.ffered dental fracturesT 
and an abrasion of the chin. 
The victim was awarded 
$,553. 
For no apparent reason a 
22-year.old Victoria man 
the back several times by a was attacked and beaten by 
male assailant, Her injuries .three men while on the 
Vancouver man attcndisg a 
heuseparty was attacked 
and struck on the head by a 
male youth wielding a metal 
pipe. The assailant was one 
of a group of uninvited 
youths who attempted tojoin 
the heuseparty. The victim 
suffered a blood clot to his 
scalp and was awarded 
$1,006 for loss of wages and 
injuries uffered. 
For no apparent reason a
51-year-old Vancouver man 
was attacked and struck on 
the face by an unknown male 
assailant. He suffered a 
fractured nose and was 
awarded $1,561. 
A 19-year, old woman from 
the B.C. Interior was at- 
tacked and knocked to the . deranged man. 
ground by an unidentified Under the Criminal In- 
male assailant on a Van- juries Compensation Act, 
couver street. She suffered 
fracture to ller left ankle and anyone who is a victim of 
crime in B.C. may apply for 
was awarded $1,511. compmsati0n. Application 
While outside the premises forms are available at any 
of a hotel beer parlour an 18- 
year-old Vancouver man 
was attacked and beaten by 
an un ident i f iedmale  
assailant. He suffered 
dental damage, lacerations 
of the lips and a mild con- 
cussion. The victim was 
awarded $I,190. 
While he was walking on a 
road a West Vancouver 
youth was, for no apparent 
reason, attacked and struck 
repeatedly in  the face by 
another male youth. He 
suffered a fractUred nose 
and was awarded $856. 
After refusing to give a 266-0211, Local..Sl3 
73 per cent favmw 
capital pmfishment 
lacerations and contusions of
the chest wall. He. was 
awarded $2,032. 
A 34-year.old Lower 
Mainland woman was' at- 
tacked, threatened .with a -  
gun and raped by a man who 
forced his way into her 
residence. For injuries 
suffered and mental anxiety 
incurred the victim was 
awarded $3,500. 
The widow of a 35-year-old 
Surrey man was awarded 
$1,105 for funeral and burial 
expenses incurred as a result 
of her husband's death. The 
victim was fatally injured 
when he was attacked and 
beaten with a hammer 
wielded by a mentally 
METHOD SUMMARY 
From April 27 to May I, 1979, G.M.A. Research conducted 
the G.M.A. Poll in the Greater Vancouver Metropolitan Area. 
All interviews were conducted by telephone from G.M.A. 
Research Corporation's central ocation phone hank in 
Vancouver. 
Respondents (384)~ 13 years of ageand over were scien- 
tifically selected for inter~iewing. 
The sample was evenly split between male and female 
respondents. 
The sample is representative both geographically and 
demographically of the area surveyed. 
1.) a) Do you favour or oppose the return of capital punish. 
ment for first degree murder in Canada? 
Favour 73.0 per cent 
Oppose 15.6 per Sent 
Unsure 11.4 per cent 
b). Do you favour or oppose the return of capital punish- 
ment for first degree murder for law enforcement officials in 
Canada?, 
Favour 81.3 per~cent 
Oppose 10.6 pek cent 
Unsure 3.1 per cent 
(Base -384) 
office of the Workerp' 
Comlzmsation Board, which 
administers the Act. Upon 
payment of comlzmeatinn 
the Board is entitled to sue 
the party or part ies, .  
responsible for the victim's 
injuries. If such proceedings 
result in recovering more 
than the compensation 
awarded plus costs, the 
excess or surplus is paid to 
the claimant (s). . 
Released by: 
Jack MacDonald ~ 
Information & Education 
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Z" 10O hostages Segregat ion is t  mrs rebels, hold, Wallace 
KINSHAS/k{AP) . 'The  Belg;an~andanltsllon, one "The panicking blood-Lolwezl, 40 kilometres from " ends political c a r e e r  ~govern.meat said ~.dya of them a woman said ~ thirsty Mobutu regime thus the Zambian border 
,r~_.ve~sm~ane~..msoumem have been killed trytug .tO hopes to accelerate the ThePentegonhes'reedied 
~.~,~we  eye no!rang a~m_.mt keep the ~ n'om. a al0- sending of foreign troops tc  elements of the 82nd Air- 
tee mrmgnere noomge. The ducting her mmnsna helpit,", the rebel statement borne Division at Fort 
rebels  charged tha~ Diplomats' here had said. Bragg, N.C. and Military MONTGOMERY, Aia announcement to you i've when his current term as Wallace was called ~viour, 
government troops wets, reported Tuesday that a t  Sheba Province was in- Airlift Command planes for (AP)-George Wallace, once decided I will •not be a governor endsnextJanusry, devil, reformer, bigot and 
!• 
kilting foreign civilians in least sine Europeans -- 
,the battle zone. 
/ ,. Diplomats here" could not 
confirm • the report of 
hostuge-laking. The rebels 
.said the pro-Woot govern- 
"merit of President Mobutu 
.'.~l~e Seko was trying to stir 
~.~_~ign outrage over alleged 
'~M/~dties and win Wostem 
~ ~upport in hts battle to keep 
::ii ~aba Province as part of 
:, this former Belgian colony. 
~ Information was sketchy 
about, the mil~r~ situation 
i around the rebel held copper 
mining capital of Kolwezi, 
' where government ground 
i forces and paratroopers 
, ~.wero trying to dislodge the 
!~lnvaders. No Western- 
~:~ eorrospsMonis have been 
,'~,-all6wed. Into the area. 
• The  French government, 
I mcanwhlla, dealed a rebel 
claim that French 
paratroopers had been 
dropped ~into the area to 
~ auppert Mobutu's troops. But 
the U.S. and Belgium said 
~ ,they 'has paratroop .unite 
i '  standing by/ fera  possible 
evacuation of their citizens. 
eight Belgians and an Italian 
- -  were killed in the fighting 
near Kolwezi, a city of 
100,000 people 1,344 
kilometres 840 miles 
southeast of Kinshasa. 
Some sources said the 
Europeans were killed by the 
rebels some were killed 
during random bombing by 
government planes, and 
other said they were killed 
by pillaging soldiers of the 
Zaire army. 
Reports reaching Brussels 
also had siad severwl 
Europeans were being held 
by rebels as hostages, 
although further reports 
today from Belgian sources 
,said the rebels generally 
were not mistreating non- 
African.s 
The Johunnesbur Star, a 
South African newspaper, 
reported from Zambian on 
Tuesday that all able-bodied 
white men •in rebel-held 
territory had been placed in 
protective, u.s. tody. 
BLAMES GOVI~,RNMENT 
The rebel Conbgolese 
'i About 2,600 Be]ginns, 7~ National Liberation Front 
. Frneh citizens and issued a statement in 
i Americans live in the brussels today saying the 
"Kolw,~d area. ~,wadere were protecting the 
~-.,WOMAN AMONG DEAD civilian population in 
.~;~• ZairesofflcialZAAPnews Kolwe0d and that govern- 
~agency said the rebok had meat forces, "whose bar- 
]~::iSnized America, Belgian, barium and disorganization 
~iiFreneh and British hostages are well known," were 
~ responsible for the civilian .!~:iin: Lolwefl. I t  also said 
, aders ahd killed three deaths. 
Chaplins body 
• recovered 
LAUSANNE, Switnerland, 
(AP) -- The body of Charlle 
.Chaplin, stolen from. his 
village .grave the night el 
March 2, has been recovered 
and police have arrested the 
• two alleged thieves, a Pole 
• and a Bulgarian, police said 
today. 
i The two men were 
~rrested Tuesday after 
allegedly calling police 
z#~manding a ransora fay,the 
qmturn,~  ~the :~e~nedlan's 
~,bndy, 'said Examining 
~Magistrate Jean-Daniel 
Tunthorey. 
Hesaidthe ~dy was found 
near Viliencute, a small 
town at the eastern tip of 
iLake Geneva about 18 
~kilomctres cast of Cornier- 
,/sar-Vevey, where Chaplin 
: spent he last 25 years of his 
.'~e and where be was buried 
last Dec. 27. 
Tenthorey, the Covey 
'd i s t r ie t  examin ing  
imngistrnte who directed the 
,~½ month investigation said 
~the body was recovered 
"~early Wednesday morning. 
!He said more than 50 police 
f~. 
investigators took part in the 
final phase of of the search. 
He did not say im- 
mediatley wherther other 
suspects wore being sought. 
Chaplin'a oak coffin 
weighed 325 -pounds, and 
detectives said it would have 
taken at least three strong 
men to drag it about 20 
metres from its gravesite in 
the cemetery overlooking 
Lake Geneva before lauding 
• it into a small van. ...... 
' There was no immediate 
cemment from Cbaplin's 
widow, Oona, and the 
family's Swiss lawyer, Jean- 
Felix Pasehend, rofused.to 
talk to reporters. 
Tcathorey and the family 
had received a saries of 
anonymetw phone calls after 
the theft of the body, but 
police said aimoot all of them 
were from people who oh- 
,viously were not ennnected 
with the crime. 
• "Let's Just say that among 
' all the false demands we 
received, this ant was 
serious and was taken 
seriously," Tontherey said. 
World briefs 
OTTAWA (CP) - Paul 
l~rt~, mgh Commissioner 
in London, will represent 
'Canada at 'the funeral of 
!former Australian prime 
'minister Sir Robert Menzies, 
83, who died Monda~v. 
Tuneraf  services will be 
Trida • 
MONTREAL (CP) - A doctor 
who used clay, honey an0 
,beet juice to treat a patient 
:who later died of breast 
cancer was barred from 
'peaetlsi~g medicine for life 
Tuesday by the Quebec 
Prefess;e~ 'Idbensl. The 
tribunal found Dr.  Paul-: 
Emile Che~ guilty-of 
'practices contrary to the 
basic principles of medical 
~.  ~ i~.~ ~ . ' . . 
AMMAN '(Router) - An 
,. American woman due to 
becam King Husseln's fourth 
wife ~has chonged her name 
to Noor from Lisa and will 
become aMoslem, informed 
sources uid here Tuesday. , 
Miss Halaby, 26, daughter of 
former Pan American .World 
Airways chairman NaJeeb 
• 'Halahy, is a Christian but" 
.will accept the Moslem faith, 
the s ~  
CANBERRA (Router) -. 
Australia said Wednesday it 
will offer a home to refugees 
from lndochina to case the 
plight of ~ waiting in 
overcrowded camps In 
, Malaysia and Thailand. 
• Immigration Minister 
Michael Mackellar said that 
in the year starting next 
July, Australia. will admit 
9,000 Vietnamese, Cam- 
', M O ~ o s h e  
Safdle', the architect of 
'Habitat 67, a housing 
complex built Nr Expo 67, 
~ms been appointed irector 
of, the School .of Urban. 
,Design at Hurvarc~ 
,University in Cambridge, 
i 
Mass Sefdie Ls ,to assume 
his new penitiun in Juily. 
" MONTREAL (CP) -A 44- 
ycar-cid man is being held 
by police in connection with 
Tuesday's stabbing death of 
Gillca Desrechee, 37. The 
victim was stabbed uring a 
quarrel in front of his home 
in east.end Rooemont. 
q 
' CHICAGO (AP) - Joseph 
Healy, who scaled 16 floors 
of the Scars Tower topretest 
the killing of ~Vhalca', 
Tuesday apobgised to a 
Judge, pleaded guilty to a 
disorderly conduct charge 
and 'was put on a year's 
probation After his ap  
pearanee before, Clronit 
Court Judge James 
Piragine, a policeman 
handed the 2o-ycar-old 
• university student a shop- 
bag containing the gear, 
.he used to climb part of the 
world's tallest building My 1. 
It had been confiscated after 
Healy's four-hour e]lmb. 
KNOXVIIJ.,E, Teun. (AP). 
.- The Second African 
elephant horn in captivity In 
the Western Hemisphere 
was delivered Tuesday ~t the 
Knoxville Zoological Park . .  
General curator John 
Sleming enid Sapphire who is 
18 years old, gave birth to a 
2oO.pound baby elephant. 
T&KYO <Router) - Two 
moderate earthquakes Jolted 
northen Japan Tuesday, 
injuring two persons lightly 
and causing minor damage 
to tw0 bulldtugs; police said. 
The Japanese 
Meto~logtcal Agency said 
the earthquakes,', both 
centred about 2O ldlometr~ 
off Aomorl on the northern 
Up of the main bland of 
Honshu, registered a 
maximum of four on the 
Japanese scale of seven at 
Aomeri and nearby Muteu, 
vaded last week by an a possible evacuation of 
estimated4,500 exiled Lunda Americans form the battle 
tyrtbosmenfromAugoin who area, but a spokesman said 
crossed northebn Zambia no deployment has been 
and in two daYS spl~ed n~.r~d. 
Most ' " Americans 
evacuated 
WASHINGTON (AP( + 
Helicopters and a convoy of 
trucks rescued most of the 
Americans endangered by 
fighting in Zaire's Sheba 
province today, the U.S. 
state department said. But 
11 Americans were left in the 
combat area. 
Robert Holllday of the 
state department said the 
rescue ol~eratlon was 
mounted by Morrison- 
Kandson, the Boise, Idaho, 
firm which employed most of 
the Americans in the area of 
Kolwez/, a town which has 
been ehptured by robe~.. 
• There were conflicting 
reports about how many 
Americans ~vere vacuated. 
• Holliday said the 'depart- 
ment did not, have all the 
details of the operation. He 
said the best information.he 
bad was that the remaining 
Americans have not been 
injured and are not being 
held captive. 
However, a company 
spokesman said in a 
telephone call from the Zaire 
capital of Kinshasa to The 
Associated Press early today 
that three of the company's 
employees were missing. 
Meanwhile, a defence 
department source said it is 
unlikely that U.S. Army 
paratroopers, now on. the 
alert, will be sent to Africa 
because "the situation 
seems to he sorting Itself 
out." 
A Pentagon source said 
one report indicated 77 
AmeriCans were evacuated. 
The defence department 
sources asked not to be 
identified. 
• The state departmentsaid 
the trucks and helicopters 
encounntered no oppooition 
as they made their way to a 
compound 15 kilometres 
from Kolwezi where the 
Morrison-Knudsen em- 
ployees were staying. 
The company spokesman 
in Kiashans aid the three 
missing Americans have not 
been heard from since last 
week when 4,500 revellioas 
Lunda trihesment overran 
the area. 
"We assume the missing 
people 'are safely holed up in 
a dwelling somewhere," the. 
spokesman said. • 
Morrlson-Knudsen Co. 
employs 54 American~ on an 
electric power project near 
Kolwesi. 
LONDON (Ronter)- All 
cabinet ministers in Uganda 
have been ordered to 
surrender their guns ira. 
mediately to the armed 
forces headquar ters ,  
Kampala Radio said 
Tuesday in a broadcast 
monitored in London. No 
explanation was given for 
the directive. 
Businessman shipped 
to Saudi Arabia 
ltOUSTON, 'rex. (AP) - 
While trying to get into Saudi 
Arabia in search of lucrative 
deals; ,one 'Houston building 
contractor already:there 
shipped himself out of the 
country in a wooden crate. 
John McDonald, ,president 
and' co-owner of Heritage 
'Building Systems In- 
ternational, said he doubted 
Saudi officials would ever let 
lflm leave the country after 
they confiscated his passport 
last November and accused 
him of not meeting contract. 
obligations for construction 
of a cement factory on the 
Persian Gulf. 
NcDanald said he spent 
several weeks checking 
cargo flights from Dbahran 
airport before he slipped 
inside a crate  labelled 
cement hat he and some 
friends had taken through 
customs. With McDonald 
instead of a sack of cement 
inside, the crate was loaded 
on a Europe-hound plane. 
"One .of the real 
precautions I had to take was 
making sure the crate was 
eldpped in a pressurized 
cabto," he said. "Otherwise, 
I was a dead man." 
McDonald arrived in 
Houston May 8. 
He said problems began 
after his firm arranged for a 
contract to design, make and 
ship precast concrete forms 
to be used to construct 
housing at the cement fac- 
tory. • " " 
Although McDonald said 
he was paid ~150,000 for 
providing the materials, he 
refused toerect the buildings 
until-he was paid an ad- 
ditional $82,000 that he said 
was called for in the 
agreement. 
The dispute apparently 
boiled down to Whether he 
would erect the strnetures 
before or after he was paid 
the •money. 
McDonald placed an ad- 
vertisement Tuesday in the 
Washington Post calling for 
a Senate investigation of his 
treatment which he said 
caused him to lose 153 days 
of work and his company~ 
$I~,000 in damages and 
uncollected invoices. 
, A state department 
,spokesman in Washington 
said U.S. officials were 
aware that MCDonald "was 
having contract difficulties 
with the Saudls" lout did not 
know the extent, of his 
complaints. The spokesman 
said a report has been for- 
warded to the Saudi 
government. 
i 
HONG KONG (Renter) - 
Chinese archeologists, have 
excavated 110 ancient tombs 
dating back more than 2,000 
years, the official I-lsinhua 
news agency reported 
Tuesday. It said the 
discovery was in the south- 
western  Kwangs i  
autonomous region and 
involved ~ more than 1,400 
relics belonging to the 
Warring States period 47~ 
221 BC. 
Don't be 
a stuffed 
shirt 
p * 
/ 
a feisty symbol of candidate for the Ordted By law, he cannot succeed buffoon. But he was never 
segregationist resistance States Senate., himself as governor a third ignored 
and four times a candidate "Although I feel I co~ild straight ime. Wallace burst onto the 
for president, has" ended his win the U.S.'Senate scat, my However, one person who national political scene in 
political career with a conctusien in the last few re~used to write his political 1963. In January he stood on 
surprise announcement that days is to retire," he said. obituary was his second the steps of the state Capitol 
he will not run for the U.S. 6he announcement shocked wife, Cornelia, divorced to give his inaugural ad- 
Senate. even some of his closest from Wallace last year. dress, crying: ','Segregation 
On Tuesday hight ' in  aides for the 53-ycar-old "Mrs.WallaceasidTnssday nowl Segregation 
Mobile, after days of Wallace had been considred night that her former tomorrowl Segregation 
reflection at the governor's the Democratic favorite in husband is not"the George foreverV' 
retreat at  nearby Gulf the race for the seat being Wallace of old." But she In June, he stood in a 
Shores,. the Alabama vacated by Senator John added: schoolhouse door to block 
governor told the Alabama Sparkmea. "Let's fats'it. THis is a two black students from 
League of Municipalities: The decision, assistant man who likes the roar of the entering the University of 
"Having thgught all day press aide Elvin Stunton crowd." , Alabama. 
yesterday, ant last night and said, means Wallace will During 16 years in state He parlayed that defiance 
today, I want to make this retire from political life and national polities, of a federal desegregation 
order into three terms as 
Rhodesian minister asks presidency in1964, 1968,1972 and 1976. He, became a 
for report On deaths conservatism, symbol I  1968, running of Dixie-styled under th  
banner of the American 
SALISBURY (Router)"- holds tl~. ultimate respin, seems moot" unfortti~ate." Independent party, he 
Rhodesia's black minister of sibility for the conduct of the BROKE CURF~.W carried five states end wen 
combined operations asked, bush war. The communique said a 46 electoral votes. He. 
for a full report from the Military headquarters routine security forces captured 13.5 percent of the 
Country's eourity'forces on announced ina communique pstrol in an unspecified rural popular vote, the largest 
the deaths of 50 black Tuesday that 50 civilians area -- believed to be showing by a '  third-party 
civilians caught in a battle were killed and 24 wounded slightly south of Fort Vlctori ~mndidate since 1924. 
hotween government troops in fighting between security --, encountered a guerrilla But while campalguiug in
and guerrillas, forces and guerrillas on the group addressing a meeting 1972 at a Laurel, Md., 
The minister, John night of May 14. One of tribesmen at 10:30 p.m., shopping centre, Wallace 
Kadzwiti, said he asked for guerrilla was. reported to long after the dusk curfew, was cut down by bullets fired 
full details after discussing have been killed. The .tr.oopa opened fire and by Arthur Bremer. His 
the incident with his par;ty Kadzwiti said Tuesday killed on of the guerrillas wounds left him partially 
leader, Roy. Ndabaningi night thet he had just heard whowustulkingtotbegreup, paralysed and in constant 
Sithole. of the incident. "I have it said. pain. 
'Sithole, Bishop Abel asked the security forces to Othorguerrillsafiredback Although confined to a 
Muzorewa, Chief Jeremiah submit afull report and until "across and through the wheci.chnir, Wallace made 
Chh'an and white Prime I get it, I cannot comment," tribesmen," the cam- one last run for. the 
Minister Ian Smith form the he said. • munique said. It gave no presidency in1976. By then, 
Supreme Executive Couneti Sithele also said he knew other details, however, his "too-much- 
of Rhodesia's transitional nothiug of the' affair. "If it is It was the bloodies tueldent bureaucracy" theme had 
government. The council true, it'sa pity," hesaid. "It of its kind reported in the heenpre-empted by another 
guerrilla war that began five southerner, Jimmy Carter. 
Inspection program , . . , o  Thirty-fivebleck . . . . . .  civilians were killed in a LONDON (AFP) - Prime 
similar incident last May. Minister James Callaghan 
The killings cast another appealed to business leaders 
b l a m e d  fo r  fire shadow over.the fragile Tuesday to buy British, even 
mult i - rac ia l  inter im ff it ls unt in their immediate 
• government, which has Just interest. He told a dinner 
JELLICO, Tenn.(AP)--A Chief Inspector Bryant embarked un a campaign to given by the Confederation 
volunteer fire chief says he Welch of the state fire sell the Salisbury majority- of British Industry that the 
requested a safety inspection marshal'sofflceinNashvtlle rule agreement to only way to get the eeonomy 
several months ago for the said local fire dapartmcnte Rhodesia's 6.8 million moving is to reduce imports. 
aging Jenkins Hotel where should inspect hotels blacks, 80 per cent of whom 
seven residents diedin a fire. because his agency does not live in rural areas, most of NEW YORK (AP) 
have enough inspectors, them under Curfew. Charles Bush, a 55-year-old 
Eleven others were in- Deuel told Welch he Political sources here anthrepolugist and director 
jured sigher leaping from requested an inspection of expressed concern over the of the BrnshWellmanCorp., 
windowsorseramblingdown the hotel Several months effect the incident might hesbeunelsctedp~idontof 
a rusty fire escape. One- carlier.:When :asked for have on the~p0pulnarity of theExldtirers'ClUly."~u#h-lb 
remained in critical con- additiontil : details, Deal theblack lcadersinvolved in a staff- membei' :of~,th~ 
dition today, declined to expand on his the transitional government, American Museum of 
statement and refused to who now are identified with Natural History and has 
"This is the worst tragedy show records of past in- actions concerning the supervised excavations 
I've ever seen," said Jim Specttoas of the hotel, security forces, which uncovered the oldest 
Barton, aged 24, who 
managed the 76-year-old 
three-storey hotel for his 
disabled mother-in-law. "It's 
• the absolute worst, a real 
disaster." " if you reside in Terraoe or 
The fire appak'ently 
started in the lobby, where a Thornhill and do .not have 
fire ,had • been .left 
smouldering in a fireplace, 
about 2 a.m. Tuesday and a paper oardor - 
sent smoke up the wooden 
stairway leading to aport- 
meats occupied by about 40 110 have a 
residents, many of them 
elderly and living on 
dinsbillty pensiono. SPE01AL OFFER 
"Most of those people were 
dead before they even knew 
there was a fire," said Jess ~/f '  ON SUBSORIPT iONS Hedge of the state fire 
marshal's office in Knox- 
ville. "We foundsome of FOR V 0 U !  them in their beds, in- 
dicating they died of smoke 
inhalation." 
A controversy erupted 
over how recently and how DAWN:  
we. PHONE spected for fire safety. 
"We don't have a very ' ~ 635 6357 '  good inspection program," 
said W.C. Deuel, Jellico's ~ 
volunteer fire chief. "This " ~ 
hotel hasn't been inspected 
anytime recently." 
r 
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MONTREAL (CP) - Guy 
Lafleur, the flashy Montreal 
right winger, was as sur- 
prised as any of the 17,426 
fans at "the Forum when he 
scored in sudden-death 
overtime Tuesday night. 
"I just let it go because I 
was at the end of my shift 
and I Was on my way back to "I didn't give him a chance 
the bench," the 26-year.old to come out." 
said of the 35-foot slap shot Lafleur's hllstering drive 
that beat goaltender Gerry beat the veteran Boston 
t 
P,~GE 6, THE HERALD, Thursday, May 18, 1978 
Cmaadiens b eat l eevers,to Mn second finals, g le 
Cheevers and gave Montreal 
a 3-2 victory over Boston 
Brnim. 
"It was a very hard shot 
bat I was surprised became 
Cheevers is usually pretty 
good on shots from the side. 
neimindar onthe short side puck but he waited a few 
and gave the Canadiens a2'0 seconds to give me a 'chance 
edge in the best'of'seven to get up some speed. 
National Hockey League "Then he just gave me a . 
final series which returns to perfect pass and I.went five 
Boston for games three and ~ 10 feet aside the line and 
four Thursday and Sunday. let it go"  
He was back in the net and "Sometime# the teams are 
that's what surprised me. '  changlngtcoqulcklyandyou 
get the hreek to go in," 
Lafleur said of the game- 
winner. "Larry Robinson 
saw me as soon as he got the 
Whal, rs wonder on WHA win 
Unfortonately for-the 37- 
year.old Chaevers, it proved 
to be the wrong ending to an 
outstanding performance, 
He faced 35 Montreal shots 
a II and was particula rly 
during the overtime 
w~n~he blocked all but the 
last.of 11 shots during the 
session. 
"I didn't hink that was a 
when you don't win. Even if 
you play well, it doesn't 
mean you feel good..." 
However the Boston 
performance especially was 
encouraging toCheerers. 
"Our guys walked out of 
any brcadkaways, i thou'ght 
it was a good game, with lots 
of bitting. 
"We may have lost hut it's 
a real confidence builder. I 
think we'll do a lot better on 
the smaller ice in Boston." 
there with our heads up. If I Boston coach Don,Cherry, 
only" had stopped that last who can be quite talkative, 
one..." didn't have too much to say 
Brad Park, the veteran 
Boston defeneeman, had 
much the same feeling as l~s 
nctminder. 
"We picked up about astep 
over the first game," he 
said. "We were a lot faster 
this time. 
"This is the first one we 
lost in overtime in a long 
tim,," he said. "We'll get 
them in Boston, that's all I 
can say." 
and didn't have to gamble as . " "We certainly missed 
very good goal," G heevers, much. ealier scoring chances and 
said afterward. . "That meant we didn't you just don't look forward to 
"There's no satisfaction open upat allso there wasn't overtime," hesaid. " 
Ages 5 to 7 boys play lacrosse at the Kitlmat arena Tuesday night. The Fireflghters local 
1304 gave the game to the Sharks with a score of 7-3. Some mighty plays occured uring 
this hard fought battle. 
LATE FLASH: First vlce-president of the Minor Lacrosse 
Association in KItlmat Ann Martindale xplalned that there are ever 120 youngsters 
participating in the league this year. She also explained that there are four divisions of 
age groups, Tykes, Novices, Pee Woes, Bantams, and Midget-Juveniles. More in 
Friday's Herald. 
Heroin rehabilitation 
centre inhibited 
• I~ANAIMO, B.C. (CP). A 
meeting attendedby about 
160 persons was urged 
Tuesday night to tell 
Premier Bill Bennett to 
scrap plans to turn the Island. 
Youth Centre inot • a 
regabilitation centre for 
heroin addicts. 
Six members of city 
council, a regional district 
director, Dave Stupich, New 
Democratic Party MLA for 
Nanaimo, and Graeme 
Roberts, a director of B,C. 
Ferries, spoke against the 
proposal. 
There were no speakers in• 
favor of plans announced 
Saturday to use the facility 
as an addiction centre. 
Stupich said he was told 
there would be consultation 
with Nanaimo before any 
decision on the yourh centre 
was reached. 
"Now, only one person can 
alter the decision-the man 
who made it- Premier 
Bennett." 
Roberts, a Social Credit 
candidate defeated by 
Stupich in the last provincial 
election, said the only hope 
was legislation cree~ng the 
compulsory heroin' treat- 
ment program would be 
withdrawn or defeated inthe 
legislature. 
He urged the community 
and its politicians to for- 
mulate resolutions opposini 
the drug centre and to 
suggest alternatives to 
Bennett. 
The centre, formerly used 
for juvenile offenders, now is 
vacant but was proposed as a 
remand centre for. adult 
offenders. A citizens 
committee was formed to 
oppose this and bas also 
opposed it being used as a 
drug centre. 
"It's a shame the govern- 
ment can't listen to people 
like this the committee 
before they make a 
"decision,". said Roberts. 
"Let's fight it; let's tell them 
'no'. " 
i The citizens committee 
collected 4,200 signatures on 
a petition opposing the 
contre's use as a remand 
centre. 
' Prior to the meeting, Bert 
Heskin, chairman of the 
alcohol and drug com- 
mission, met with council :to 
explain thc program and the 
use of the youth centre. 
He said a staff of 132 as 
well as 10 security personnel 
would he hired. Treatment 
would include conventional 
med ica l  p ract i ces ,  
acupuncture and  hyp- 
nctherapy. 
Ray Cohen, treatment 
program planner for "the 
commission, said the 
compulsory t reatmedt 
program was the result of 
wide research throughout 
the world. 
"We went on the biggest 
shopping spree for ideas you 
can imagine,' he said. 
He said although the y~o~th 
centre would be the only 
containment centre, for 
treatment, 11 community 
clinics would be established 
throughout the province. 
Referrals from throughout 
the province to th'e centre 
would come from courts, • 
institutions, medical and 
social workers, addicts' 
families, the addicts 
themselves and police. 
A five-many panel, in- 
cluding two ,physicians, 
would assess the referrals. 
Only non-violent addicts 
would be accepted. 
L.A. cleared for games 
ATHENS (Renter)-  The council skeptics and wary 
WINNIPEG (CP) . New 
Enghnd Whalers arrive in 
Winnipeg today knowing that 
they'll have to snap a 10- 
game winless tring against 
Winnipeg Jets if they hope to 
get back hi the race for the 
World Hockey Association 
championship. 
night after a fiveday break disappointed with their 
with game four set for showing in their 4-1 and 5-2 
Monday. If a fifth is loanesingameaoueandtwo. 
necessary it will also he in The Jets came off a l~.ay 
Winnipeg, next Wednesday. layoff to win those games 
"We'll have had five days bandfly by going to the at- 
to think about it, time for me tack from the opening 
to get the team to aim for'  whisfleandnever l ttingup. 
Friday's game," said The Wbai~r~ coach s~kl 
The Whalers, who beat Whalers' coach Harry Neale the main problem with his 
Winnipeg their first three from Springfield, Mass. "If club Is its inability to 
meetings last fall, have just we win Friday we're bach in produce offensively. 
]~atleln.the.~last.10.~os, ! t ,~  a fight. ing.~¢ : Goaltender~Louis Levasseur 
~"~k~f~i0m~ hi HUt U we lose we ve go~ has hem brilliant in limiting 
~be first two games of the an awful big mountain to. the Jets to nine goals in the 
Aveo Cup. climb." two games. 
The best-of.sevea series Nenle and the Whalers Neale isn't reveati~ an] 
resumes In Winnipeg Fr iday were both discouraged and changes he may mak.,~. 
Phillies lose 6-1 to Houston 
.by the clown when things dent' go 
ASSOCIATED PRESS right for you over a short 
After his team wailowedin period of time." 
mediocrity the first six In other Natioml League 
weeks of the season, Houston games, Cincinnati Reds beat 
manager Bill ,Virdon Montresal Expos 5-1 San 
believes the Astros are Francisco Giants beat 
starting to play better Chicago Cuhe4-3, SunDiegu 
baseball. Padres defeated SL Louis 
Terry Puhl extended his Cardinals 7-5 and LOS 
hitting streak to eight games Angeles Dodgers heat Pitt- 
witha triple and a home run sburgh Pirates' 3-2..Atlanta 
and the Astros recorded at New York was rained out. 
their fourght straight 
National League victory 
with a 6-I decision over 
ph i lade lph ia  Ph i l l i es  
Tuesday night. 
"I keep saying we've got a 
good baseball theam," ssaid 
Virdon. "We may not have 
the best, hut you can't get 
The Astros Jumped on 
losing pitcher Steve Carlton, 
4-4 for three runs in the first 
inning off Puhl's triple, run- 
scoring singles by Enos 
Cahell and Bob Watson end 
Art Hoiwe's sacrifice fly. 
The Philltos came back 
with a run in the fourth off 
Sports Update 
by the 
Canadian Press 
BASEBALL 
American League 
Chicago White Sex trade 
outfielder Bobby Bonds to 
Texas Rangers for outfielder 
Claudnil Washington, out- 
fielder Rusty Torres and a 
player to he nan~ed later; 
recall pitcher Ken Kravee 
and purchase the contract of 
catcher Larry Doby Johnson 
from Iowa of the American 
Association; option pitcher 
Rich Wortham and infielder 
Mike Eden to Iowa. 
Oaklands A's recall 
shortstop Rob Picciolo from 
Vancouver of the Pacific 
Coast League; waive cat- 
eher Earl Williams in order 
to give him aan un- 
conditional release. 
"~latlonal League 
Los Angeles Dodgers 
obtain outfielder Bill Nor.th 
from Oakland A's in ex- 
change for outfielder Glenn 
Burke. 
Atlanta Braves sign' pit- 
cher Jom Benton to a con- 
tract with their Savannah 
team of the .Southern 
League. 
Cincinnati Reds sign 
pitcher Wayne Guinnn and 
assign him to their minor 
league tkeam at Billings, 
Mont. 
FOOTBALL 
CFL 
Edmonton Eskimos sign 
free agent wide receiver 
Tom Scott; assign rights of 
protected player Joe 
Poplawski to Winnipeg Blue 
Bombers. 
Calgary Stampeders sign 
quarterback Joe Davis to a 
three-year contract. 
Saskatchewan 
Roughriders sign running 
backs Joe Smith and Rod 
Eilington. 
Toronto Argonauts sign 
defensive tackle Allen 
Slamn~e~ and running back 
Joe Thompson. 
NFL 
Denver Broncos sign 
punter Mike Burke, running 
backs Ric Ellis and John 
Parker, linebacker Ron 
Smith, wide receiver Jim 
Brown, offensive guard 
Steve Edwards and tight end 
Steve Bell. 
Los Angeles Rams sign 
llnebackers Bob'F ie lds,  
Lance Fralick and Dave 
Morton; tigbt, ends Don 
Pederson and Ray Jolla; 
defensive tackles Gus 
penns and Eddie Catoe; wide 
receivers- Mike Robinson, 
Preston Deenard and Curtis 
Leak; punter defemive bake 
Mike Childers; coruerhacks 
Roger coleman, Greg 
Husband and Pat Martin; 
safety Alan Caldwell; centre 
Doug Smith and offensive 
tackle Dave Conrad. 
Houston starter Mark 
Lemongello, 3-4. 
The Philltes, who lost to 
the Astros for the third time 
in four games this season, 
lead second place Montreal 
by one game in the National 
League East. 
Reds5 Expos 1 
Cincinnati pitcher Tom 
Seavex gave up a run in the 
first in~ on three con- 
seentive singles :and then 
held the Expos scoreless on 
Seven hits, one walk and 13 
strikeouts for, his first 
complete game in nine 
starts. 
Joe Morgan.drove in four 
o~ Cincinnati's runs with a 
homer in the fifth and an 11111 
double in the first. . 
Giants 4Cube 3 
* Larry Herndon drove 
home the winning run in the 
elgth inning with ,a bloop 
double and Bob Kncpper, S-1, 
scattered six hits for the 
West Division - -  ' leading 
Giants who won theri sixth 
straight., 
Cubs outfielder Dave 
lflngman bad tied the game 
in the top of the eigth with a 
home run, his fifth in three 
games. 
Padres 7Cards 5 
Gene Tenace drove in 
three runs with a triple and a 
bases-10aded walk off 
reliever Mark Littoll to lead 
San Diego. The Padres 
scored four runs in the first, 
highlighted by Tenace's two- 
run triple off the left field 
fence. 
Dodger's 3 Pirates 2
Don Sutton, 9-4 got his first 
victory in three weeks and 
Los Angeles scored all its 
"runs in the first inning to 
hast Pittsburgh. 
RACED FOR TREASURE 
LONDON (CP) --  Dave 
Allen, South African 
treasure hunter, has 
revealed his story' of a race 
with "pirate" salvage com- 
panies to find sunken 
treasures on a 330.year.old 
galleon and a 220-year-pld 
Esat-lndlamunn. Allen found 
the ships but competitors 
arrived when the news 
leaked out. He is searching 
records for other wrecks off 
South Africa. 
Seven strike-outs, four hits, 
"total command of a game" 
byThe 
Associated Press 
Left'hander David Clyde, 
making his first start this 
season after three solid releif 
appearances, pitched a four- 
hitter and struck out seven 
as Cleveland, Indians 
defeated Oakland A's 3-2 
Tuesday in the American 
League. 
"I was in complete control 
of the entire game," Cyde 
said after posting his first 
big-league v~ictory since 1974. 
"Never in my professional 
career did I ever feel I was in 
such total command of a 
game." 
Clyde, who broke into the 
major leagues with Texas 
Rangers~ spent he last three 
years in the minors. He 
underwent shoulder surgery 
two years ago 'to relieve an 
entrapped nerve and this 
'spring the Rangers traded 
him to Cleveland. 
In other game, s Boston 
Red Sex hipped Kansas catty 
Royals 3'.2, New York 
Yankees whipped Chicago 
White, sex 8'3, Detroit Tigers 
RED sex  3 ROYALS 2 
Dwight Evans hit a tie- 
breaking home run in the 
up eight hits and three runs 
in 5 1-3 innings. 
Internat ional  Olumpic 
". Committee (IOC) appeared 
. today to have cleared the 
way for Los Angeles to hold 
the 1984 Olympic Games. 
When the IOC opens its 
annual session in the bir- 
thplace of the Olumpic 
movement, president Lord 
Killanin will report on 
negotiations which led Lost 
taxpayers there was no need 
to give up the Games the city 
bad sought previously for 
1972 and 1976. 
Bradley's announcement 
Tuesday night-came after 
IOC and city officials worke~ 
against time to reach a 
compromise before the IOC 
members vote Thursday. 
seventh inning and unbeaten Tigers 4, Mariners 2 Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley Lord'Killanin, addressing 
l.ane~:~parrish.~hit, a.~two.., to.announce.,Tuesdey night the formaLj~nenin~ of the /BifiLeascattered nine hits 
for his sixth victory. Loser out, tywo-run homer in the tl~fit te/'r/l~'h~t'l~M "~tt l~ ~)|]i sesmoF,, the i 
Paul Splittorff nursed a 2-0 bottom of the 16th inning off to allow the IOC to vote Angeles delegates that 
Thursday in favor of staging members could find other lead into the fifth but the Red 
Sex tied it on a wall, a single 
by Evans, Bob Bailey's 
sacrifice fly, a sacrifice bunt 
and a single by Rick 
Burleson. 
Yankees 8 White Sex 3 
Seldom-used Ken Hultz; 
man, with sixth-inning relief 
from Rich Gossage and 
backed by a 14:hit attack, 
gained his first victory since 
May 1, 1977. The veteran left- 
hander, making his third 
appearance of the season 
and first since April 19, gav e 
Shane Rawley to end a 4% 
hour marathon. Steve 
Foucault and John Hiller 
combined to pitch 9 2-3.in- 
nings of shutout relief or th~ 
Tigers, who sent the game 
into extra innings with a run 
in the bottom of the ninth of 
Jason Thompson's double, a 
wild pitch and a sacrifice fly 
by Steve Kemp. 
Blue Jays S Angels 2 
Dave McKay tripled home 
the tying run in the eighth 
inning and scored on Otto 
Velez's pinch double, 
Turcotte survives 
riding accident 
outlasted Seattle Mariners 4- EDMONTON (CP) -- 
2 in 16 innings, Toronto Blue 
Jays shaded California Jockey Ran Turcotte of 
Secretariat fame was 
Angels 5-4, Milwaukee repor(ed in good condition in 
Brewers edged Texas l~spital today after falling 
Rangers 4-3 and Minnesota form his horse during the 
Twins pounded Baltimore seventh race at Northlands" 
Orioles 8-1. Park Tuesday night. 
Turcotte, a New York- 
the Games in California. candidate cities if they 
Bradley said Los Angeles decided that the California 
negotiators here had won bid was not satisfactory. 
concessions from the IOC _ . . . . , . .  
which woudld convince 
I I  I i 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
: AUTOVEST . 
Before you buy, investigate the advantages of this rent. 
to-own plan, All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and list 
months rent and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
I 
78 F 250 pickup Ecosoline Van 78 C 100 Chev pu I 78 
$148.00 per month $136.00 per month $129.00per monfli 
lease end price lease end price lease end price [ 
i 
$2,175.00 $1,975.00 $1,875.00 [ 
or simply return or simply return or simply return I 78 Camaro HT ;S Zephyr Sedan 78 Dodge Van 
$139.00 per month '$124.G0 per month $129.00 per month 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
S2,025.00 $1,S2S.00 . $1,S75.00 
or simply return or simply return or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. ;8 FI50 4x  4 78 Olds Cutlass 
$99.00 per month $15S.00per month $139.00per monlfl 
lease end price lease end price lease end ~rice 
L8140O.0e $2,275.00 $2,025.00 
or simply return or simPllY return or simply return 
l 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ''~ 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS , A'S TIE SCORE 
Clyde gave up one hit and 
didn't allow a ball out of the 
infield through the first six 
innings. The A's tied .the 
game the game 1-1 in the 
seventh on Marie 
Guuerrerco's single and as 
double by Wayne Gross but 
Buddy Bell tripled home two 
unearned runs in the ~ttom 
of the seventh to give Clyde 
all the margin he needed. 
The A's ~ut it to 3-2 in the 
eighth when Stove Staggs 
tripled @ith two out and 
scored on a wild pitch but 
this Saturday in" the' 
Prsakness at Pimlico, He 
may not be available, either 
to ride Canada's 1977 Horse 
of the Year, L'Alezane, in the 
Queen's Plate in Toronto in 
the latter part of.June. 
Two of the famous Tur- 
core riding elan 'now are 
• based rider from Grand sidelined, borther Ru~iy 
Falls, N.B., suffered two baying suffered a broken 
broken ribs when his men/it collar.bone ina three-jockey 
Kid Roqne snapped his left spill that  took Robert 
front leg on the clubhouse Pineda's life. 
torn and then trampled the . 
fallen jockey after 
struggling to his feet. 
The five-yeaar-old horse' 
was destroyed.. 
Turcotte was making his 
second guest appearance at
Northlands in three years 
and l~d already won with 
the first of t '~  scheduled 
rides on a, sloi~a,~, racing 
strip. 
Turcotte, who was to be 
dhcked for lung damage, will 
miss several stakes races, 
Clyde re t l~  the last four 
batters tregister his first 
complete game since July 
1974. • including Sensitive Prince. 
COL L'E CT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1160 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.0047~rA 
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. - TERRACE ONLY • 
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; APPLE  I I "'" ,,o • 
JU ICE  !il KETCHUP 
• I,I • 
Sunqpo or Wodom Famnly . I~1 • 
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• ,,, , , -  - , -  --,  111. FREE OOFFEE FREE BALLOONS : 
:a~l~ JLIPlUPII~H qL~ !,! , , • 
• I!I Drop nn: early -. Get a , g 
PLANTS I[I "Jump" on the Long Weekend • ~*°.o 
,,, . , . . . .  ",* ' li I , . . 'WERESHVETNERIGHT, TO LINIT QUANTITIES , .... . ~ 
) i t  • i , l  | nn " i ~- * : U • ' " '  | S. i .egular weekender,  pe.oual !i 
: .  V 
-! 
j HOTDOG BUNS i WIENERS 
O, ovBIwAIIT:A" J, 'PRIDE OF OANAOA' 
| 1 Dozen Me m I 1 Pound i .o re  
, . - - - - . ;  - ---~-~~,,-h,~.-~,7~o~~b'-.~ S -nn-~ '~- - - -  - - - -  - - - -  
t 1 Dozen Hot Dogs for only.  o. - -  n • q~ ~ THIS WORK'S OUT TO LESS !llIAH 13' EAOH 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Her.aid reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
direded to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, anolo repay 
.the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 1Odays of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mail ing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested net 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by "the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting spac( 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event o~ an error 
appearing In the ad-  
vertisement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount" paid by the ad- 
vertlser for only one in- 
correct-Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the in- 
correct or omitted item on ly, 
and that there shall be no 
Ilabllffy to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, natlenality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition .Is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
invblved. 
19.,HELe WANTEDI_~ 
3T. , PETSII 
38'WANTED MISC,. 
++ 
LSt erlin gTP ub lish er s~.t o. 
Publ ished a t  Ter race  
B.C. 5 days  a week  
Mon..Fri. mornings 
PUBL ISHER 
Don Cromack  
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive  October  I ,  
1977 
s ingle  Copy 20c 
By Car r ie r  . mth3.00 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By Ma i l  3 mth  12.00 
By Ma i l  6 ruth 22.00 
By Mai l  year  40.00 
Senior Cit izen year  
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhill & District 
, Phone 635.6357 
1'cOMING EVENTS 
Santo Cervello, mimest will 
perform "Metamorphlsls", 
May 18 and 19 !n the Verltas 
Sym at 3:30 p.m. lan Booth 
will perform "Mark Twain In 
Person" May 18 and 19 at the 
Clarence Mlchlel Gym at 
3:30 p.m. Tickets for beth 
performances are available 
at the door at $1.00 per 
person. These performances 
art* presented In conjunction 
with Kermode Theatre '78. 
The Annual General Meeting 
of the Terrace Concert 
Association will be held In 
the Terrace Public Library 
Art Room, on Thursday, 
May 25 at 8:00 p.m. New 
Members are Welcomel 
B.C.O.A.P.O. J Annual Fall 
Bazaar. November 18th 
1978. Arena Banquet Room 136, FOR HIRE 
Centennial Christian School 
holds a Garage Sale at Doc's 
Cartage Saturday, May 27 10 
• 2p.m.. Please bring 
donations of phone 635.6904 
for pickup. 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
.ns.ertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions $1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for  
only onelncorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$t.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY:"  ' 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
54.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
• 635-3747.or 635-3023. 
Auction Action 
Beginning May 2O & 21st. 
b.W. Sears Auctioneer phone 
638-1538 (c8-15) 
~keana District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
ComNny in the Thornhill 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are in- 
terested please call 635-3061 
or 638-1269 (ctf) 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup, service phone 
635.$320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on • Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
'RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 635-7558 
OR 
63S-7728 
(Clf) 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are  you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con- 
stantly yell at your children, 
Service.charge of ~.00 on all . or hit them, or find it hard to 
N.S.F. cheques, control yoL, r angry feelings 
toward them? 
WEDDING DESCRIP- P.l.C.'s goal is to help you 
TIONS: become the loving con. 
No charge provided news structive parent you really 
submitted within one month, want to be. 
$5.00 production charge fo r  All Inquires absolutely 
wedding and.or engagement confidential. 
4)Jctures. News of weddings 
i(write.ups) received on( 
month or more after event 
St0.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 
Funerals 
Cards of Thanks 
Memorial Notices 
PHONE 635-6357 
AN- 
5.50 
5.$0 
5.50 
5.50 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
The • regular monthly 
meeting of 'the Terrace 
Progressive Conservative 
Wom'en's Clubwill be held on 
Wednesday, May 24 pt 10:00 
a.m. for a coffee party. The 
address is 5126 Saucle Street. 
For further information 
please call 635-6764. 
Kermode Theatre'78, the 
B.C. High School Drama 
Festival will take place in 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre May 
18.20 at 8 p.n. The mainstage 
'Showcase' consists of award 
winning student plays 
performed nightly for ad. 
ludlcatlon. Tickets available 
In.May from Terrace Sight 
and Sound and Terrace 
Library. 
The Annual Meeting of the 
Terrace and District 
Christian Council.foe Social 
Resources will be held at 
Knox United Church, 4907 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Thursday, May 18th .at 7:30 
p.m. 
NWCC 
The history department a
Northwest Community 
College will be organizing a
series of open discussion 
meetings on "Why 
9 "  Revolutions. , Why 
9"  Wars. , a cl~)ser look at the 
interrelation between 
political, social and 
economic factors in 
domestic and international 
relations in the 20th century. 
Anyone interested . is 
welcome to attend the first 
meeting on Thursday, May 
18, from 7-10 p.m. in room 206 
on the college campus to 
watch and discuss 90 
minutes ofanimated films on 
"The History Book" which 
focuses on the time period 
from the 1800's to today. 
This is a free community 
servige which will continue 
until June 1S. 
Phone Mary or John 635-4419 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
- Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30- 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhll l  
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap -~ 
pointment. 
Babysltters who br ing  
children must have parents 
written consent for Im- 
munizatlon. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00-  4:10 p.m. by ap- 
pointment only. I '" 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
' the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents.. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing car~e in the home for 
those who'need it on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only." 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, heaping screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Thursday at. 
ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m, 
V,D. CLINIC ~ 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment, 
SANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
AUDIOLOGY CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing ests will be done ,by 
doctor's referrals. Tel No, 
638.1155, 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelld. Tel ' 635.9196. 
'Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by' 
consultant. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
S;<~ena Cehtre offers to the 
Senior ":.;ttzer~s of the 
Terrace and 'Thornhilt area 
the .%llowing services • 
- Activity .Centre for han. 
dlcrafts 
• Day Care for working 
people 
• Drop.In for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation avallable. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge 
635-2265 
14. BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the Jobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum 
(ctf) 
+. 
THEOUTDOOR 
RECREATION 
COUNCILOF BX. 
A non.profit society, In- 
vites applications for the 
position of Co-ordlnator. 
Applicants should have 
outdoor  resource  
background and ability to 
work with Government and 
diverse non-profit groups in 
the f|eld of outdoor 
recreation. Must be able to 
manage staff and operate 
within an established 
budget. Salary range is 
16,000. 20,000 per annum. 
Reply In confidence by May 
31 .to: 
CHAIRMAN SELECTION 
•COMMITTEE 
OUTDOOR RECREATION 
COUNCIL OF B.C. 
1200 HORNBY STREET 
• VANCOUVER, B.C. 
'V6Z lW2 
(c1-14) 
HEAVY DUTY EQUIP. 
MENT MECHANIC  
DESIRES: 
Steady Work in Bulkley 
Valley, Terrace Area • 
Government certified 16 
years experience in 
logging, mining, oil field 
support. Last 3 years 
supervisory. Call C. 
Hofmann 325-1305 Van. 
couver, anytime. (c5.16) 
Registered golden Retreiver 
pups for sale $185 Ready 
June 10 Phone 846-5455 
Smlthers (c3.5) 
,Purebred Airedale Terrier 
pups. 8 weeks old $15 2409 
Apple St. (p3.5) 
Full or part-time. Here is an 
GEMINI EXCAVATING opportunity to earn extra 
LTD. money, $6.- $8 per hour. 
(WesAndrews) Trainlng Is available. For 
Backhoe Work Interviews Call Marnle 635- 
Hourly & Contract 9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
635.3479 anytime (df) 
(A J12) Wanted to Buy: A 19' or 20' 
THEHOBBY HuT Wanted - Someone to cut big Riverboat. Wood or 
lawn during summer. Will aluminum with jet motor. In 
Ceramic supplies & provide lawnmower. Prefer good condition. Please 
Greenware, air brushing someone in Paquette Ave. phone638.1613days,635-5937 
available • custom firing, area, but not necessary. Call after 6 p.m. (ctf) 
' 3936 McNeil St. 635.2754 Saturday and 
635.9393 Sunday. (2-15(12.15) Wanted: 1 Queenslzod hed, 
good condition. 635.6843 (p3- 
1~) ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract.. 
"House wiring. 
;(ctfi 63.5-5876 
Lost. Brown framed glasses, 
black arms with a hearing 
aid attached. Lost between 
Riverside Grocery and the 
overpass. Reward offered.. 
• phone 635.2490 (p5.1) 
If you are Interested in a 
future with a Dynamic 
Company in the industrial 
and automotive market, then 
we want to talk to you. We 
are looking for a 
warehouseman to handle 
general duties as well as 
shipping and receiving. 
Advancement into sales are 
excellent. For a personal 
Interview come In and see H. 
Young, Acklands ~td., 2809 
Kalum St. (c4-15) 
Kitimat Child 
Development Centre 
requires Sept. 1st 1978 
PRESCHOOL SUPER- 
VISOR 
' Expe=;lence preferred 
with 
SPECIALNEEDS 
CHILDREN 
Apply before June 15th 1978 
to: 
Ms. Jennifer Davies, 
'Executive Director, 
Child Development Centre, 
172.3rd St. Kitimat, B.C. V8C 
2H5 
(C12-7th f-ju.) 
HELPWANTED 
Earn - 2 hours a day - $200 
a month commission plus 
prizes. For details wrfte 
Fuller Brush, Box 108, 207 
West Hastings St., Van- 
couver V6B 1H7, or Mr: T. 
Diamond, R.R. 3 Kamloops, 
B.C. V2C 5Kl.(w) 
2 Hrs..a day equals S200 a 
month" commlsslon plus 
prizes. For details write 
Fuller Brush, Box 108, 207 
West Hastings St., Van. 
couver, V6B 1H7 or Mr. T. 
Diamond, RR 3, Kamloops, 
B.C., V2C 5K. 
Help Wanted: Hair stylist 
and apprentice wanted for 
new unisex shop in Smlthers 
apply Box 2215 Smithers 847. 
9346 (c10.15) 
Stationary Engineer 3rd 
Class required to operate a 
steam plant on a shift basis 
at a Planer located In PrinCe 
George. Lumber Industry 
experienc e preferred. 
I.W.A. rates with full 
benefits for further details 
and interview contact The 
Pas Lumber Co. Ltd., Box' 
879, Prince George, B.C. V2L 
4T8. Phone collect weekdays 
9.3:30 563.3651 (c3.16) 
1978TS125 Suzuki trail b.lke 
for sale. 400 miles and in 
excellent condition. Asking 
$800.00. Phone 638.1072 after 
6 p.m. 
(fin) 
LOOKING"  FOR FUR- 
NITURE? 
For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at FRED'S FUR- 
NITURE LTD. 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 635.3+30 
SECOND FLOOR (CTFI 
For Sale: 20 cu 'ft. deep. 
freeze. $275 or best' offer. 
phone 638.1742 (15-14) 
Yamaha CA 1000 amp, 
Yamaha MP1 headphones. 
Dual 1219 turntable, JBL 
Century 100 speakers, 
Pioneer 8 track recorder, 
Pioneer tuner, 300 I.p.s, 80 
tapes and accessories phone 
842.5922 (p5-15) 
Garage Sale: Sat. 20/~ay 78 
10 a .m. .  4 p.m. at 4632 
Graham (c3-5) 
Wanted: To Rent or Buy 
used hardtop tent trailer, 
sleeping 5-6 adult. Call 635- 
3155 (c3-5) 
To buy: Used baby buggy, 
child's tractor with trailer 
and baby's wind up swing. 
Phone 635-7074 (c1-14) 
Wanted: To Rent or Buy • 
Used hard top tent trailer, 
sleeping 5-6 adult. Call 635. 
3155 (c3-15) 
Wanted to Buy: 2 Keystone 
mini bike wheels. 635.6672 
(p2.15) 
For Sale: 1975 21' Reinell 
cabin cruiser, 175 OMC with 
302 Ford engine. Price 
$12,000. Phone 633-2332 (c5- 
15) 
24' Reinell command bridge 
fibreglass cruiser with EZ 
load trailer. New condition, 
low .hours, sleeps 5. FuIly' 
loaded Including complete 
dual controls, hydraulic 
tabs, VHF, CB, Sounder, 
compa.ss, stereo, bar, stove, 
cooler, head, cabin heaters, 
anti-electrolysis, pare parts 
kit, swim grid, dinghy, all 
safety.equipment, anchors, 
etc. etc. $15,000 firm. 635- 
4716 after 5 (p5-15) 
J REQUIRED Painting Contractor to 
complete re-painting el 
approx imate ly  90,000 
square feet of interior 
walls. Some minor drywall 
'repairs required. Paint to 
be sl~pplied by contractor. 
Tooll~: and other repair 
materials to be supplied by 
contr=~ktor. 
For more information, see 
specification at School 
District No. 92 (Nisgha), 
offices in ,Terrace or New 
AIyansh. 
(c5.18) 
I 
For Sale: 12' alum. harbar 
craft boat 7.5 h.p. Triton 
outboard, oars and 
Ilfejackets and tank $375. 
638-1613, 635-5937 after 6 (ctf) 
21' Boston Whaler with Twin 
Merc 800, 20' Smoker Craft 
Riverboat with Merc 50 84"2. 
5589 (15-18) 
3 bedroom home 1411 Maple 
St. Asldng $25,000 phone 635- 
635-'5945 evening (c10-17) 
Garage Sale: Saturday May For Sale: 1078 sq. ft. 3 
20 . 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. 1618 .bedroomhome'on I/2acrelot, 
Kenworth St. Off of fully fenced and treed, at- 
Queensway. Across old tached garage, 300 'sq. ft. 
bridge. For more In- shed, root cellar, Asking 
formation phone 635.7439 (c3• $42,000. Phone 635.4790 after 
15) 6. 
One 7mm mag Alpine 
Supreme $20, 1 30.06 $200, 
Brand new, 1 22 Coney Model 
600 $30, 1 Marlin 3030 model 
366C $135, 8mm 98 $35 New 
2409 Apple St. (p5.17) 
Garage Saie: 4031 Skoglund 
Ave, Saturday 20, 10-4 (c2-15) 
For Sale: Piano, quality 
model Yamaha under 2 
years o!d, built In Dampp- 
Chaser, in excellent con- 
, dltlon. CCM "Swinger" 
bicycle, age 4.6. Phone 635. 
5024 (p3.16) 
For Hire: Wanted labor 
work will work long hours If 
necessary. Has class 5 B.C. 
license. Phone 635.2171 (p5- 
17) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom house 
on 1.0 acres, can be sub. 
divided. Partial basement. 
$27,500 phone 632.5910 (15-14) 
Summer Cabin 24'x36' on 
leased lot on West side of 
Lakelse Lake. 200' Lake 
frontage. Must sell phone 
635.4252 (p3-15) 
f 
1200 sq.ft, home with lots of 
extra features. ' Such as: 
Bay window, hardwood 
floors, stone fireplace, 
master ensulte, and cold 
storage area In basement 
for vegetables. Well In- 
sulated a:ld double win- 
dows. Good soil on large 
61'x153'fenced corner lot. 
With beautiful trees. Close 
to all school and downtown 
shopping. Will sell fur-' 
nJ~;hed or unfurnished. 
Priced in low 50's. Phone 
635.3071 for appointment. 
(c5-17) 
I 
For Sale: 4 bedroom home 
with carport. On large 
landscaped lot with gardm 
space and fruit trees. 
Greenhouse With 2 sheds. 
Asking $25,500 for ap- 
pelatment to view phone 
7014 (c5-12) 
Wanted to Rent: 2 bedroom 
house by two working girls. 
Call 635.5457 635.3604 (p3-16) 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000 and S1900. Two lots 
only left. One with creek. JD 
Prodor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox, B.C. V9N 404 phone 
339.4736 (c50.1ulyl) 
For Sale: 80xl00"lot. View 
at McNeil St., Thornhill. On 
water system. Asking $6,000. 
Phone 635.7540 or 635-2056 
(ctfju4) 
Reliable couple with young 
child needs 2 or 3 bedroom 
house or apt. for June 1st. 
Preferrably semi furnished 
near downtown. Call 638; 
1785 (p3-16) 
Build your home among 
beautiful arge cedars on lot 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635- 
5102 after 6 and weekends• 
(13-1) 
118 acres; excellent soil, 
deluxe mobile home. 24x60. 
1,440 sq. ft. floor space. 12x30 
Joey shack. Good Well, 
landscaped.Old Remo --  
prlce.SSS,000.0O, phone 635- 
6926. (P5-16) 
SOUTH CARIBOO 
BUSINESSES 
1. Lakeshore Motel - 10 units, 
6 kitchen. 4 bedroom living 
quarters, 11/2 acres with 480' 
lakefront, 300' Hwy. 97. 
Price $177,000. 
2. Fishing Resort - 9.5 acres 
For Sale: Prince Rupert. 
Established business in 
excellent condition. Paint, 
wal lcoverings,  carpet,  
ceramic tile, cabinets, 
drapery, etc. Sales approx. 
$150,000 • could triple with 
some out of store promotion. 
Priced to sell due to priority 
Interested. Phone 627.1175 
eveings only. Serious parties 
only please (c5-16) 
1972 Ford Bronco 4x4. 40,00(, 
miles. V-8, extras, S2,500 
o.b;o. Phone 635.9546. 
(c4:#) 
1977 Camaro 350 4 speed, 
p.w., p.b., ti lt steering, p.s., 
black in color, phone 635.2716 
after 6 (p5-14) 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaski like new 
asking $1,000 638.1483 (off) 
1971 Dodge Polara, 318, p.s., 
p.b., $800, 635-6987 (c5.15) 
with 700' lakefront. Cabins, 
beats, motors, wharfs. Good For Sale: 1975 Ford 4 wheel 
campsite with room for drive. New brakes, good 
expansion. F.P. 5125,000 
easy terms. 
3. Lakeshore Nursery - 200' 
lakefront. 4 greenhouses, 
1800 sq. ft. 4 bedroom home. 
Good outbuildings. On good 
condition, $3750, phone 635. 
3286 (p5-15) 
For Sale: 76 .Ford Econo 
Line, 150 Van, part cam. 
perlzed, 8 track, C.B., Digit 
, lease. Excellent op- and CLK, asking $9,500 OBO 
portunity.. Asking $48,500. Call 635.7117, 8:30-4:30 Mon- 
4.;Weid.!n.g Sh0p,: 270o~q i ft. ' Frl or 635:2137 any time, a~;k 
'metal' bulidlng plus 'three " for.Kelth (c5.15) :~:  
bedroom living quarters. 
May be purchased with all 
equip & materials. F.P. 
$86,000. 
5. Recreational Dealership- 
2800 sq. ft. shop c.w ll~ing 
quarters. On Hwy 97. 
Showing excellent return. 
Many.options as to lease- 
purchase. 
Contact Dick Munro. Aspen 
Ralty Ltd., Box 1377, 100 MIle 
"House, B.C. 395.4054 
(c2-15) 
For Sale: 1966 Chev pickup, 
I/2 ton, running condition, 
phone 635.4538 (c5.15) 
75 Super Beetle Metallic 
Green with sunroof, 20,000 
miles, radio, radlals, 2 
spares, excellent condition, 
$3300 or best offer 635.9635 
(p5.15) 
74 Mazda S.W 808 piston 
engine. Phone 638-1842 after 
.6 (stf5.17) 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA ' i 
MINISTRY OF HIGHWAYS & PUBLIC WORKS 
DEASE LAKE HIGHWAYS DISTRICT R NO. S 
Pursuant to' Section 27 of the "Highway Act" and 
regulations pursuant to the "Commercial Transport 
Act", notice is hereby given that load restrictions are 
rescinded on the following roads in the Dease Lake 
Highway District. 
Effective 1:00 a.m. Wednesday May 17 I, 1971~:. 
Restriction rescinded on Highway 37, from B.C. Yukon- 
Border South to Southern Highway District boundary. 
Restrlctlon rescinded on Atlln Hlghway, from B.C. 
Yukon Border to Atll'n. 
ALLOTHER RESTRICTIONS REMAIN EFFECTIVE 
AS BEFORE. ", 
G. Kazakoff 
Dated at Dease Lake, B,C.' Dlstrlet Highway Manager 
May 10, 1978. Dease Lake, B,C, 
+ 
for: 
i Minister of of Highways 
DO It'Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 361' 
I= ,h.t, only- 33§ 
THE DALLY HERALD 
+ . /  
• , , , . . . . . . .  • 
1 , /1 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
p 
I 
t 
For Sale - 1956 Ford pickup, 
; yiso'1976 ~S)ce YZ and a 327 
~ou. in. motor, 1976 GMC 4x4 
~.:~pickup, 1977 Arctic Cat 
:,'::mowmobfle, all things! must 
r as  i:go owner is leaving town. 
i/l~one &~-~697 after. S (pl0- 
- ... 
i 58. :MOBIL : .  :.HOME: 
12x54 .Safeway, 2 bedroom 
with 30 addition, frldge, 
"stove, carpet, drapes in- 
, eluded. Set.up and skirted In 
trailer park, phone 635.` 1310 
":after 5 (ctf) 
' lFori  Sale: 1969 General 
|Trai ler on l:/e acres of land. 
, |  Big Garden space, fruit 
~itrees, much more. Closeto 
|town. Phone 635-3025 after 
14 (plo-20) 
i i  I 
67. 
SERVICES 
' .~' "1976 Skylark. Self contained 
[.:trailer .for sale. Like new 
~¢01n~ition. Phone 635-5944 
~-~after. s. (cs,~) 
12x58 Gendall with a tip out 
has a 9x20 partially finished 
:Joey .shack. Four maler 
appllences. 2 bedroom. 
Owner leaving Terrace. 
~Asklng 16,000 er best offer. 
phone 638-1029. (p5-14) 
For Sale: 1970 12x60 Great 
• Lake Trailer, furnished with 
washer and dryer and joey 
~ack ram.s4 after s 
~;For Sale: ,11x68 Glendale ~ vma 3 bedroom ~er  
:~;~dth Iteel shed and porch. 
:~For ai~L to view phoue 635- 
• ~ aftev S (p10-17) 
'13x68 2 bedroom house 
• Irailer'ineludes fridge, stove 
and dishwasher. Finished 
addition, set up in trailer 
] i rk_  Will accept smaller 
house trailer as part 
~ymeat .  For further in. 
formation phone 635-?878 
(136-15) 
J _==_ 
fo pleawl~d g te:td:;~ 't:rn d itnh; 
1974 Coleman Tent Trailer. 
Very good condition, SI,800 
phone 635.2934. 
', (C3-14) 
contract(s) wl!l be received : 
by the DlstrictForester,. 
Ministry of Forests, iPrlnce 
Rupert, B.C. on the' dates 
shown below. 
1. Contract~ ST 1031.7.4 J.S., 
R.F. Located Lakelse No.3 
Unit C Ranger District 
Ten:ace Number of hectares 
11.6 Viewing date May 24, 
1978, leaving Ranger Station 
at, 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewlng of the 
stand tending site prior to 
submitting e tender for this 
• contract is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders is 3:30 p.m. /~y 31, 
1978. 
2. Contract ST 1031.7-3 J.S., 
R.F. Located Lakelse No.3 
Unit B Ranger District 
Terrace Number of hectares 
0.0 Viewing date May 2,1, 
1978, leaving Ranger Station 
at 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
stand tending site. prior to 
submitting a tender for this 
contract is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders is 3:30 p.m. May 31, 
1978. 
3. Contract ST 1031-7-2 J.S., 
R.F. Located Lakelse No.3 
Unit A Ranger District 
Terrace Number of hectares 
• .10.0 Viewing date May 2`1, 
1978, leaving Ranger Station 
at 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
stand tending site prior to 
submitting a tender for this 
contract Is-is not mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 3:30 p.m. May 31, 
1978. 
Tenders must be sub. 
miffed on the form and in the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) Indicated, or 
from.the District Forester, 
Minlstry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
11 foot Boler Trailer, 1972. 
Phone 635.282~ after 6 p.m. 
(C4-15) 
1976'440 Arctic Cat El Tlgre. 
Like new $1200 or best offer• 
Phone 635.3975 after. 6 (c4-15~ 
F. oale: Hardtop tent 
trailer phone 635.7074 (c1-14) 
1973 Parkland Tent" Trailer. 
Sleeps 6 c-w propane heater 
and stove. Twin bottles, 
Icebox, wardrobe, large 
wheels and spare, 2 way 
lights, and awning; $1200 
. phone 635.4610 (p5.18) 
i Custom made Kitchen I 
Cabinets. Free Estimates.I 
Phone 635.2801. (c1.16) I 
Sharpen up your, •home with 
new paint job inside or 
outside the fence, garage, 
.stel)s, no job to small Very 
very reasonable. Phone 635- 
2145 (p2.1S) 
7{ 
f 
IK 
Offer;'s considered on 5 year 
Registered Q~Jarter Gelding. 
English and Western 
trained, shown. Suitable 
temperment for all ages. 
Phone 5-2826 after 6. (c-5-18] 
• BCY i  NA 
HELPWANTED: Helpl D'o 
something nice for whales, 
seals and the planet. Sell 
Greenpeace Spring 'Go 
PHOTOGRAPHY: 10 for 
el.00. Our Introductory 
special offers you 10 
beautiful jumbo:size color 
pictures from any one color 
negative for only $1.00. Any 
additional pictures over 10 
from same negative only 10c 
each. Send as many color 
negatives (any size) as you 
.wish plus$1.00 for each, Also 
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I THE ................................................................................................................... TERRACE REDS , • 
• SHAeP. S,.O.P, AT. BEDS BiLLMRDS I 
.................................... En Joy  B i l l i a rds?  ......................................................................................... Vis i t  Red 's  e i l l a rds  , 
THE WIZARD OF  ID  by  B i in t  p i l . kee  rand Johnny  h l r t  
save on developing and 4~E~'T~I"~N'rH~ :? ) / / ' - -~  I~I~NTINA~WlN5 .[~..':":'"'" r ~NI::, THe~YC=,dI" ;D------,~ : /HA-rdll 
< /H~A~,!  j /  ~x, _i t printing your color films. 12 ~ l "CHl~t~ ,.,,~V~I~t,~/y, AH?I " - - - - - - ' T f '~  exp, roll • 12.99, lO exp, roll • 
exp.  ro,.. .9,. Past set. " ' "  . . . . . . . . .  " , i 
, Photo f " l  I7~ ~. i~ l .  i ~ ' l~  ~'~ "~ " ~ 'P 
L:: ...... _ _ _ ~ ~  le, Win- f, • <u. ,  
Earn .............. ~ ; ..... J _~-~- - -  , 
rt.tln ); 
Easy to 
vlce, guaranteed quality & 
satlsfactlon 
refunded. Pronto 
Service, 30 Eastgate, in- 
nlpeg,, Man. R3C 2C1. (lu 1S) 
HELP WANTED: 
$200.00 monthly par -time; 
$1,000 full time. 
succeed with our training. 
Write Fuller Brush Com- 
pany, C.O Box 108, 808, 207 
West Hastings St., Van. 
couver, B.C. V6B 1H#, or 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R. 3, 
Kamloops, B.C. V2C 5K1. 
(off) 
PERSONAL: Discerning CATFISH 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mail. Send $1.00 for our 
latest fully Illustrated 
catalogue of mdrltal aids for 
both ladles and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc., 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B. 3X9. 
(off) ' ,  
DIES IN AMBUSH 
PARIS (.~P) - -  An 
Egyptianborn Communist 
with aUeged links to in. 
terantinlml terrodsis was .: 
shot and killed Thursday in 
* .~- . , - -~  • { ALL  AH g in  '~A~ '~ ~j ,  ,:,c" 
" - -'-t N'LAS,~-.% I~, .  
' • I BeT'rER Nor [ 
• A t~ F ( :X~tN ' / , , - -  
an ambush by two 
usea.nts, pollce .d. Henri F - - - - ~ G "  i ......... -----a 
Curie), 63, was shot several " 636"1363 
times in front of the elevator 4117 Lakelse 
in his Left Bank apartment, 
and his two assailaota IM° ther ' s  Day Cards, Gifts, Cosmetics and prompt I
escaped, peliea said. Cutlet prescription services H was a fouad~ of Egypt's ~. ... ........... 
Communist Party. In recent ................................................................................................................ 
i 
_ - -  . ,~m. j  
'The lowest or any tender Anywhere' Lot~,ery tickets, years, he has been under 
For Sale: 12x60 1973 
'-CaMdlana 2 bedrooms with 
~rldge, stove, washer and 
dryer. Asking $11,@00 
negotiable. Phone 635.7697 
(ctflul0) 
"Must ell - 12x45 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
~.mrvlced, clear title lot on contract(s) wi|l be received 
Simpson Rd, Thornhill. by' the ,District Forester, 
,Open to offers, G. Warnen, Ministry of Forests, Prince 
• Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C.,. Rupert, B.C. on the dates 
, ~-7117 (ctf) 
. Immediate Delivery 
~JtT8 Fa~.ory< ~ui[t, 2. or, 3 
maroon l~:.wlde, or double 
wide. Delivered and set' Up 
to your location. 100 percent 
Jlnanclng available OAC. 
Gov't grant of $2500 ap- 
Idlcoble. Free round,trip to 
Vancouver. For inquirles 
please phone dollect Parker 
Homes of Canada Ltd. 937- 
5447 (C12-22) 
For Sale: Mavlng must sell 2 
bedroom trai ler 12'x60' 
General, )0x25 Joey Shack 
Phone 635-5348 (c6-19) 
For Safe: 12x68 ATCO 
,, .Veln~ont 3 bedroom mobile 
~:i home. Set up and skirted in 
!~ traitor court in town. Will 
sell furnished or un- 
i furnished. Phone 635.9046 
:even/ (pl0-Jul) 
i 
DEflS: 
!: Sealed tenders for the 
; following stand tending 
!,: contract(s) will be received 
~iby the District F.orester, 
;~ t~lnlstry of For~ts, Prince 
i : Rupert, B.C. on the dates 'shown below. ' 
~, t. Contrac~.t ST 1031.6-5 CR 
: Located Salvus "A"  Ranger 
i Olstrlct 4, Terrace Number 
~ of hectares 16.0 Viewing date 
'. May 25, 1978, leaving R&nger 
w;:Statlon at 09:00 a.rn. 
)? NOTE: Viewing of the 
:.'!stand tending site prior to 
;;eubmittlng a tender for this 
contract Is-Is not mandatory. 
~ Dep. dllne for recelpt of 
;'tenders Is 3:30 p.m. June l, 
1978. 
; Tenders must be sub- 
' ii miffed on the form and In the 
.envelopes supplied which, 
(;with particulars, may be 
obtained from. the Forest 
.~Raoger(s) .Ir~dlcated, or 
:from the District Forester, 
:'Nflnistry of Forests, Prince 
iRupert, B.C. 
~i The lowest or any tender 
iwlll not necessarily be ac. 
.,copted. ' . 
:; " I  throw out this challenge 
to all those who believe in the 
'Value of the human being. 
.There are hundreds of 
Unman de on inadequately 
cared, for pomods who need 
your scientific knowledge, 
who have need for your 
beast, your .affection and 
your love: ~They have .  
~ady  b~n 'waiting too 
l ing, , ,  ~' ' 
:::;Geerges P. Van ier . .  
2108 West 4th Ave., Van- investigation by in. theAMAZlNG SPIDER-MAN, SyStan Leeand JohnRoml ta  
will not necessarily be ac- couver, B.C. V6K 1N6. ternational authorities for ~ ~  ~FIRST,  MY '~'H"~'~A---'~'~ [ W ~ / ¢ E ~ ~ ~  
cepted. Phone (504)736.0321.'(2-14) Alleged links to terrorist i~R.ooo~,,~v~rHnw/sposs/s~.~.., i lLA~eR441N~-PRO~L=IHAvETHEP~R. IalaRA/NOFP~rrrRP~I~R-ttAsn'$I  
. . . . . .  JSHAI.L'g~AtN EVISRY I~ECTWEAPON..I~I~MN;r~O~/81~...~---~---~ (c5-18,19,22,23,24) ~ Rroupa. " I_LI~_M~ _OMT'__ 1B~--~"/~----~;'~l~ ~ I IOTAOF..SCtENTiFIC I TO BATTI.~ I i  r reNol~e!  z'q 
ACR0~S ~ Economic DOWN 9 Holds | 
Sealed tenders for the 1Hi~ric pool 1Redact 1O Dove's home i 
following stand tending island ' t5 Egg dish 2 Mineral 11 Author 
" 5 Grassy 419 Dismounted deposit Ludwig 
8 -- homo 50 Sense organ 3 Dutch ]9'Upon 
12 Portal 52 Persian fairy South 21 High, in 
1,1 Neat -- pin 53 Wash ' Mclean music 
shown below. 14House 54Carney, 4 Noah's dock 2JIndtan . 
division for one 1. Contract ST 1031-9.1 J.S, 
Located Chlndemash West 
R~ apg~.. DI.strJ~ct. Ter, race 
' Nui~,'be/"L of.' :hectai'es/'22;0 
Vlewlng date May 26, 1978, 
leavlng Ranger Station at 
9:00 a,m. 
NOTE: Vlewlng of the 
stand tending slte prlor to 
submlttlng a tender for thls 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadllne .for recelpt of 
tenders is 3:30 p.m. June 15, 
1978. 
2. Contract ST 1031.9-2 J.S. 
Located Chlndemash "A" 
Ranger District Terrace 
Number of hectares 11.0 
Viewing date May 26, 1978, 
leaving Ranger Station at 
9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
stand tending site prior to 
submlfflng a tender for thts 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders is 3:30 p.m. June 15, 
1978. 
3. Contract ST 1031.9-3 J.S. 
Located Chlndemash "B" 
Rat~ger District Terrace 
Number of hectares 11.0 
Viewing date May 26, 1978, 
leaving Ranger Station at 
9:~ a.m. • 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
stand tending site prior to 
submitting a tender for this 
contract is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 3:30 p.m. June 15, 
J978. 
Tenders must be sub. 
miffed on the form and In the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may 'be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) Indicated, o.r 
from the District Forester, 
Mlntstry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ec. 
ceptpd. 
(c5.m 18,19,22,23,24) 
i 
15 Notion 55 Dye k~ligo 
16 Headgear • U Uni!t.ile.- ~
'i~:Oplxised:'-'. : i ~  
18 Deep fright 57 Stadium 
Z0 Kind of 
crayon 
~Z Cuckoo 
23 Meadow 
N Religious 
group 
17 Penitent 
~ Ttme past 
33 Wrath 
"~I Bthlicdl 
usme 
35 Legal paper 
38 Peter or 
Ivan 
39 Japanese 
fish 
~0 Armed 
conflict 
I .  2 3 
12 
18 
@NN 
24 25 26 
32 
3ff 
@@,. 
4~ 4~ 
49 
53 
5"6 i 
43 Aida or Kin~ 
5 Actress 
Neal 26 Devise 
8 Ezplorer' 28 Grampua 
.. Johnson . l~..Total ssets 
7 Ram down . 30 Social 
cheer 8 Blackboard gathering 
58 Not any accessory 31 Blunder 
Avg. solution time: Z6 rain. 35A rag 
38 Surgical 
instrument 
41 Hours I~. 
" fore noon 
412 Gypsy 
44 Regan's 
father 
4~ Cotton cloth 
47 Ireland 
~ ,coraz~c 
5-10 square . 
Answer to yesterday's Ft~de. 51Macaw 
 W,I ° I' 
i 
i,.i p, I 
N" i  I N .  
CRYPTOQUIP 5-10 
YNFNKNYF UXAO,  bOQKOUWAO 
NFFENYFH FXQKWHFH 
Yesterday's Crypteq~p--8OUR NOTE: NAIL SC/SSOHS 
CAN ALSO CUT CUTICLE. 
(~.~ 1978 K ing  Fentures  SyndiCate, Inc. 
Today sCrypioqulp clue: Qequals U 
The Cryptequip sa simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals 0, it 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
For Sale: 9Vi Okanogan 
Camper. Stove, oven, fur- ONE MILLION USE 
nace, 3 way frldge, separate FILTER 
bathroom. Phone 635.4700 LOMBARD, Ill. (AP) -- In 
after 7 p.m. (p4-16) 19'/7, production of filters for 
household water filtration 
For Sale: Cokmen Bran. systems passed "the one. 
dywlne hard top tent trailer ndlllon mark, says the Water 
like new condition, sleeps 6, Qual i ty  Assoc iat ion .  
three burner stove, pressure ".Production of three to.five 
water system, furnace, million units is expected in 
canopy, 12 volt battery, unit the years immediately 
opens too a length of 22 feet. ahead," said . Douglas 
S2600 Call after 6 p.m. 635. Oberhamer, executive 
5021 (p3.15) . . director of the association. 
HAVE DRILL, WILL 
For Sale: 13' Estra Villa TRAVEL 
Holiday trailer. Self con. CAPE TOWN (CP) -- 
tained. Phone 635-5628 (p5., South AfriOa's first mobile 
14) dental clinic, designed and 
built locally, was r~ently 
and words usingan apostrophe can give you clues to locoUng 
vowels. Solution is acoomplish~ by trial and error. 
taken over in Cape Town by 
the department 9fhealth. It 
• will be ttsed to treat elderly 
and handicapped persons in 
the Transvaal. A total of 1!2 
institutions caring for 10,000 
persons will be served by the 
clinic. " 
GETOUT YOUR GLO~ES 
NEW YORK (CP) - -  Long, 
slinky gloves are suddenly 
an important element in the 
glamor mood of Paris. 
Elbewlength or longer, next 
fall's .gloves will rely on 
leather or suede for a period 
feeling. One popular 
designer does an eighthutton 
glove that ends just short of 
the shoulder, 
BB 
~Sdr 
//////H/~//X//~//.///~///H/////~//////~//////~//////~/////////////~;~~~/////~/~///~ - - - -  " .,,.,: . . . . : ,~< - ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [] 
-TERRII6='~ ............. :. - - , • ............ . . . . .  " .  ~ ~.~ .. qlEGISTER . . . . . .  I 
~K~io , ,  | ALLEYS ~ LEA6UES NOW!" | 
I 
B.C. 
YOU~UST. Z KEEP. 
d ,::" 
Y0U A?,t~ 7HA7" Z~/S0N 6UY? I 
MFT YF-,4R' AT,¢=//A{~, H~ ~-  l 
M4R~ITE. 7{#OA~WT~L4T~, I 
~ o~ ~.D O~P-. ] 
~A V/N~ Bg~F~W ~VERY- I 
, 7~/~/ \ , _ . , - l _ J  
by Garry ~'rudeau 
Z/s Vq 
"1 goHa' wrlte,a poem about Dad. What rhymes 
with 'el dummo'?" 
' \ i . / 
';Surely you can go bowli~'with Harvey 
another nlghi'#' 
/ 
/ 
•%, 
i 
t 
I '  
1 
I 
I 
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Network Buck Battle on 
NEW YORK (AP) -- With 
the 1977-78 television season 
barely over, the networks' 
battle for the big bucks is on 
again, as ABC builds on its 
fortress at the top while CBS 
and NCB plan major 
assaults. 
ABC was first to unveil its 
fall prime time schedule, on 
May I, and the ehanges 
where minimal. In contrast, 
CBS' fall lineup, announced 
the next day, and NBC's, 
made public Monday, bore 
little resemblance to last 
season. 
It was that way because 
ABC was No. 1 in ratings 26 
mt of the 30 weeks between 
Sept. 12 and April 9, CBS 
second by virtue of a good 
last half of the season, and 
NBC not even close. 
Rat ings t rans form 
themselves into advertising 
dollars. In 1976-77, for 
example, the last year for 
which the figures are 
available, ABC made $63 
million more in profits than 
rtmnerup NBC, a situation 
attributed almost wholly to 
ABC's ratings supremacy. 
SILVERMAN SWITCHES 
Notably, the Fall 
schedules at ABC and NBC 
were drafted without the 
physical presence of Fred 
Silver•an, the man gernally 
credited with migineering 
ABC's rise to the top. 
Silver•an announced in 
January he would leave ABC 
to become president and 
chief executive of NBc. As 
the fall schedules were 
drafted, Si lver•an was 
between jobs, still under 
contract to the network he 
had helped run since 1975. 
He'll join NBC in June. 
Although Si lverman 
wasn't in on NBC's planning 
physically, one of NBC's 
seven new entries this fall is 
the work of Garry Marshall, 
the man who produced for 
ABC the two top-rated shows 
of last season, Laverne and 
Shirley and Happy Days. 
ABC said it would add only 
3'/z hours of new program- 
ruing in the fall, compared 
with 6~/z hours for CBS and 
seven for NBC. 
KILLS KOJAK 
What may be more 
significant, ABC cancelled 
only three shows from last 
season, while NBC lpped six 
from its lineup ~nd CBS 
seven. Amont he causalities 
were Kojak on CBS and 
NBC's Police Woman. 
On the other hand, there 
was plenty of reshuffling by 
all three networks. ABC 
gave new slots to five shows, 
and CBS~nd NBC four each. 
ABC left alone the heart of 
its prime-time schedule -- 8- 
9:30 p.m. Tuesdays: Happy 
Days, Laverne and Shirley, 
Three's Company. 
NBC kept is best, Little 
House on the Prairie, at 8 
p.m. Mondays, and BCS left 
its Monday and Tuursday 
eyeing lineups intact - -  
M.A.S.H., 0neDay at a Time 
and Lou Grant on Mondays 
and the Waltons, Hawaii 
Five-O and Barnaby Jones 
on Thursdays• 
HARDWARE STORES 
60RDON 
AND 
ANDERSON 
/ T.V UIDE 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
30 Ton Truck - Hydraulic Cranes-2OTon R.T. I SKEENA VALLEY 
BOB NIESH - 624.~283 Prince Rupert I 
SKE , RENTALS,,.. ENA CRANE Mo~ Anything. Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS-INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS 
SERViOES LTD,  , Hours: Men.-Sat. 8.6, 
TERRACE 638 1555 ee= ,IAt"1 4946 Grelg Avenue , " . U~U" IUt t l  / , Phone635-741~ 
[ T O O V E Y ""°" ~" °':'"::u=o V/o:'.":S.o:~ ,:...~..,o. 
I ' SERVICE  K,,~woo~ 
OANAVENTURE 
INEROgRY ,.,,,l. YAMAHA ' J~r~T¢...'=N 
I ,ou/.~::',, eO.I.NAR . . . , ,  . . . . .  - 1 .  
J (chain saws) , .,,'n"..,.M'"'~'",v,Nu, .K~.~ ABINETS 
PRINCE GEORGE, B,C. V2L  3K5  (NORTHERN) LTD. i Hours: Men.. Sat. 8.t; 
i l  
• Dealer Lice•co R~S. eez.=zet FREE ESTIMA i 4946 Greng Number 0=O~A 635-6929 .,s.,~,.,,oo ~ss 
3092 HWY. 16 EAST, 
TERRACE, B.C. 
VSG 3N5 
Yz l lomtumd- ,4~eF 'me~ 
GLENN CARSON 
WALLY  LEFEBVRE 
PHONE (604) 635.3863 
~,. Oonlraoting i i i  L 
. '" " FREE ESTIMATES j 
J '~"'~' "" 'Call evenings 63S-4600,1 
~-~ 
• • ~P : '~/ 
FACIALS  PEDICURE 
HAIRCONDIT IONING MANICURE 
STYL ING HOT WAX DEP ILAT ION 
me and try our excellent 
;elections of 
m ported meats,~ 
cheeses and 
delicacies. 
Northland Deft 
All listings subject to change without notice. 
mnumummmimnmmmmnuumnnummmnmmummmmunmmnmnmnumnnmnm.umBummmn 
, Thursday, Nay 18. 5 p.m. - mndnnght 
• KING CFTK BCTV KCTS 
A I~1 (HBC) 3 (CBC) 4 (CTV) 9 (PBS) 
I 
:00 Newlywed 
:~ Game 
• News 
;~ News 
News 
News 
News 
i 
Tonight 
Match 
~ Game P.M. 
Special 
Hanna Barbera: 
The Beasts are 
in the Streets 
Cont. 
Cont. 
Cont. 
Cont. 
(~P..~ation: 
Runaway 
Too Young 
to Lo~e 
News 
News 
Tonight 
Show 
Tonight 
Show 
Tonight 
Show 
Nay 19 
New 
High Rollers 
Wheel of 
Fortune 
,card 
Sharks 
Gong 
Show 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Days of 
Our Lives 
Days of 
Our Lives 
The 
Doctors 
Another 
World 
Antoehr 
World 
Rage 
George C. Scotl 
145 Richard Boseharl 
:00 Martin Sheen 
8 
1/ I  
]LU  : :  
19i  
Fdday, 
, lqi~ 
! a :~  
I i" I 1:45 
, t):~ 
I I :00 
:1s 
NHL 
!Playoffs 
NHL 
Plab'offs 
- I1  I I  
r'layotts 
Cont. 
Playoffs 
Cont. 
Playoffs 
Cont. 
Playoffs 
Emergency 
Emergency 
Gong 
Show 
News 
Hour 
News 
Hour 
Fish 
Fish 
Grand Old 
I'll DO 
It 
Electric 
Company 
Zoom 
Zoom 
Over 
Easy 
MacNeil 
Lehrer 
No, 
t 
I 
Cont. Country Honestly 
s • MoVW'-- " " 
.H.oor~as Paul Lynde The lavender 
~rg l _as~ Special . Hill Mob 
aryny Brenaa vaecaro • 
Moore J Juliet Prowse 
Thurs. Night [ H.Hutcbiuson Audrey 
Movie i Show Hepl?urn 
Southern Star I Soap Animation 
George Segal I Soap Festival , -  
" The Two - 
Ursula Andress Baretta D^nnie s 
Orson Welles Baretta _~. 
tan Hendry Burette ' ~]::m::. B.C• 
Baretta • • • 
The ! CTV Dick 
National News Covert 
Night News Hour . Turnabout 
Final Final Sign Off 
The secret The Late 
Army . Show 
Possible pre- The Rat 
J thisprogram empted Race 
10 a.m. - § p.m. 
Canadian Jean Electric 
Schools Cannem Company 
Mr. Definition Two Cents 
Dressup Definition Worth 
Sesame 
Street 
Sesame 
Street 
I Dream 
Of Jeannie 
Ryan's 
Hope 
i 
Bob 
McLean 
Bob 
McLean 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Edge of 
Night 
|iigh 
Hopes 
Take 
Thirty 
Klahanie 
Klabanie 
Friday After 
, School 
Kareen's 
Yoga 
It's Your 
Move 
Noon 
News 
l~Iovie 
l~latinee 
Wild 
Heritage 
Will Rogers Jr. 
Tory Donahue 
Another 
World 
' Another 
World 
Alan 
Hamel 
Alan 
Hamel 
Lucy 
Show 
Emergency 
Emergency 
Art 
Cart 
Over 
Easy 
Electric 
Company 
Inside 
Out 
Zebra Wings 
The Music Place 
Bread and 
Butterflies 
Making 
Music 
Speakout 
Speakout 
Villa 
Alegre 
Sesame 
• Street 
Sesame 
Street 
(NO CUTTING) (1978) Ltd. . . . . .  IIIillllllllllllllllllllllllllll|lllllllllilllllllllll|l 
No.12-3624 Kalum St. Phone 635-4788 ~ j  . i  , :i .... i 
(Sunnyhill Trai ler  Park) 4623 Lakelse Phone 635' , [] • 
: TRUETEMPER 00RI)LESS = Telex 047.85586 (604)635-7163 TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU _a na 
• ""'"' 'i ELEOTRIO TRIMMER     'i /I/IcEIl~ru~q . ' ANSWERING " ' • ' 
MoEIhanney Associates . PAG,,G oR [] . ~,,, ** . 
.Consulting Civil Engineers MONITORING i ~ With rugged nylon line: ., , /~"  ' i 
British Columbia Land Surveyors SERVICES. J , " :~ ~L~r [] ; Cuts where mower can t, ,|. 24 HOUR SERVICE  ~ [] ' " ' ~ql~ ~ . . . . .  I 
205-4630 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. " u s L with walk-along ease. ~ i~ !/ i Canada V8G 1S6 4603.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5 
SUZUKi Motorcycles and eUSlNESSMAN! ' $ / , 'Te .... " /  ; | .' i ". . ,  • 
accessories in stook NOW -v ?Re  I = Each ,8  . ~  
[ ]  / aN  " ' m ~ / ~  q, mqL q m 
' ,~ ,~ Thus Spa e Is Reserved " " " . . . .  ' " " B.mmmmmmmmnmmmmmllmnnllmmmmmmmmmmnmmnmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmnmml' 
Anderson Ltd 6ordon and Terrace Equipment Sales, Ltd. For Your Ad. 4539 Grelg - 635.6384 ~ n Dealer No. 01249A SUZUK! GOES THE DISTANCE! ,, :.. 
,~m~~m~q~ Store Hours:' ~ 
t , , , ,^ i 
Tue's,-Sat, 9a,m,-S:3Op:m, CHARGEX 
Oall at 636 6367 9 to 5 -"o" . . . .  US " ~ z = l ~ j  Friday 9a,m.-9p.~ "' VISA . 
OLOSED uoNgnY"  ~ .  
1 
\ 
